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included in client programs that wish to contact handle
servers.

Caches are used by clients to reduce the load on

the other handle servers, particularly the global handle

server, G. Resolution of handles using caches is, in

The

caching server is a shared cache to be used by a group of

clients.

general, faster than resolution without caches.

The architecture also allows a cache to be

incorporated within an individual client.

The recommended configuration is for any client,

C, to have an assigned cache, C1. This can be integrated

into the client or can be caching server shared by

C1,

order caching server,

several clients. itself, may be connected to a higher

C2.

many steps, the recommended configuration is to have no

more than two levels of caches, C1 and C2.

A proxy server 1246 has been developed that acts

as a client to the handle system for use with World Wide

Web browsers and other clients.

To avoid resolution involving

The client passes a

handle to the proxy server which attempts to resolve it.

If the handle can be resolved into one or more URLs, a

URL is returned to the client.

The proxy server is configured as a separate

server to be used by a group of clients. The recommended

configuration is that every organization that wishes to

use the handle system should provide both a caching and

proxy server for its community.

A proxy server has been developed in consultation

with the National Center for Supercomputing Applications,

the developer of Mosaic, but is intended to work with

other clients that support proxies. Mosaic will be

configured to use the proxy when a handle is specified in

place of a URL. The proxy server will be supported by

future releases of Mosaic. It is also compatible with

the earlier proxy server developed by CERN.
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We now describe how a client, C, resolves any
handle, h.

implemented as one or more server computers;

Note that (a) each handle server can be

(h) checks

are required to prevent looping through indirect handles;

(c) the client may not have access permissions for all

local handle servers; (d) the client request may ask for

all the data in a handle record or data of specified

types only; (e) because the local handle servers are

independently managed, the client may encounter

inconsistent data or unacceptably poor response from a
server .

If the client, C, is not attached to any caching

server, it uses the following steps to resolve a handle,
h.

1.

If the handle record for h is stored in G, G

C sends a query to G.

resolves h.

Otherwise, G returns the address of P, the primary

handle server of naming authority, n.

2. If h is not yet resolved, C sends h to P.

If h is stored in P and C has the correct access

permissions, P resolves h.

if there is an indirect handle to

another handle server, M, which stores h, P sends the

client the address of M.

3.

h to M.

If the client has the correct access permissions,

Otherwise,

If h is not yet resolved, the client, C, sends

M resolves_h. (If C does not have permission, it should

try other handle servers that hold the handle.)

If the client, C,

resolution of h follows these steps:

1. The client, C, asks C1 to resolve h.

If the handle record of h is in the cache, the

handle record is returned to C.

is connected to a cache, C1,
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2. Otherwise, if the identity of P, the primary

handle server of naming authority n, is stored in C1, C1

resolves the handle following steps 2 and 3 above in the

description of resolution without caching.

and C1 is

connected to a higher cache, C2, C1 asks C2 to resolve

both h and P,

C1's cache.

3. If the handle has not been resolved,

and pass the results to C1 to be saved in

If h and P are not in C2’s cache, the request is

passed to the next higher cache, until the handle is

(The

recommended configuration is to have no more than two

resolved until the highest cache is reached.

levels of cache.)

then the cache

sends a request to G asking for the resolution of h and

4. If there is no higher cache,

P. The resolution algorithm then continues as in the

description of resolution without caching.

The handle server system is intended to be a means

of universal basic access to registered digital objects.

In the worst case, a user can present a handle to a

handle server and be advised of some repository which an

authorized party has asserted contains the digital object

designated by the handle. The handle server is not meant

to be the only, or even primary, means, to locate

repositories. Primary access may be provided locally and

likely in a

variety of different and possibly incompatible ways.

also by value-added service providers,

Users interacting with such services may not encounter

handles; and such services may interact with repositories

via RAP or via protocols that do not involve handles.

Handle servers provide a number of services, three

of which are RESOLVE, INSERT, and DELETE. A party that

is authorized to insert, delete and otherwise change

handle entries for a particular naming authority is

called a handle administrator. A naming authority will
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generally designate one or more repositories to act as

handle administrators on its behalf. This designation

will be made known by the naming authority to the handle

server system.

5 RE§OLVE

A handle is sent to a handle server to locate

network addresses of repositories containing that object.

The handle is first mapped to locate the handle server

from the handle directory server table but is not

10 otherwise interpreted. one can also supply a handle to a

separate system, which invokes the above procedures to

find the stated object. Local handle servers may use any

technique to do the mapping. The handle servers

maintained as part of the infrastructure map the handles

15 by hashing them.

To resolve a handle, a handle server receives as

input a handle and returns some or all of the fields of

typed data in the corresponding handle record. The

client can request that all data fields in the handle

20 record he returned or only those fields that contain data

of a given type.

No guarantee is made that the identified

repositories will provide the designated object. Rather,

the user is assured only that the specified repositories

25 are where authorized maintainers of repository services

have indicated particular digital objects reside.

Since a handle is just a unique string, it can be

mapped to an actual repository by any of several

mechanisms. including a mechanism that attempts to

30 interpret the string. Repository names are not actual

network addresses; they must first be mapped to network

locations. The method for accomplishing these mappings

is not specified. The handle service is one available

means for both kinds of mappings; it would specify at

35 least the location of the interface that supports the RAP
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protocol for a given repository. There may also be a

need to explicitly provide a country identifier for

repositories, naming authorities and/or originators. For

the present, however, country identifiers are be omitted.

when a repository is identified by a handle

it will be most efficient to map the handle

directly into the network address (or addresses) of the

server,

repository. This mapping avoids having to do a double

lookup from repository name to repository location.

However, if the location of the repository were to

change, the handle server would have to be notified so it

could make the corresponding changes. It is possible

that certain repository names may resolve to broadcast

This might be the

case where a single repository consists of multiple

The

handle administrator may determine whether to store IP

addresses to locate specific machines.

machines on a local area network at a given site.

addresses or domain names or other information in the

handle server. The entries are typed and therefore one

or more of the above information types may be provided by

the administrator for retention in the handle server.

IH§EBEL12ELEIEl

Information associating handles with network

services are inserted into (deleted from) the handle

server system by the handle administrator or other

parties authorized by it. Such authorized parties

include repositories of record. The repository of record

is presumed to make known to the handle server system

that it contains (or no longer contains) a particular

digital object some reasonable time after the digital

object is deposited in (withdrawn from) it. Similarly,

the repository of record would make known to the handle

server system the identity of other repositories which it

The handle

server system may perform certain administrative

authorizes to store a given digital object.
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functions upon receipt of unauthorized requests. In

addition, some form of reporting may be desirable to

insure that entities that misbehave can be detected.

The handle server system is intended as a safety

net of information about where digital objects reside.

There will no doubt be other, valuable services that

provide information to users about the location of

digital objects in repositories.

We do not require repositories to provide a

description of their contents.

house coherent collections,

Repositories may not

and hence, querying or

searching a repository may be a service appropriate only

to the repository administrator,

Presumably,

not to a user.

such capabilities will exist in the form of

value-added services. It is such services, rather than

repositories per se, that users would interrogate to

such

be offered by repositories

identify digital objects of a certain nature.

services may, of course,

themselves, especially in the case when one is intended

to house a coherent collection. However, such a server

is not a requirement of a well-behaved repository.

In one example, the handle server directory 59

holds a table 149 which associates hash ranges 150 with

domain names of handle servers 58 (Figure 7).

Obtaining Egintgrs from g flanglg

Given a handle, the following steps, shown in

Figure 8, are followed to obtain a set of pointers
associated with the handle.

Inia first step 170, a client system downloads the

table that associates hash ranges with handle server

domain names from the handle server directory for future

use. The client also can omit this step if it has

table;

doing this every time.

previously stored the frequent changes in the

table may necessitate

step 172,

In a later

assume the system obtains a handle for which
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pointers are desired. The system then generates the hash

code for the handle using a predetermined hashing

algorithm (step 174) and consults the hash range/hand1e-

server-domain-name table to determine the domain name of

the appropriate handle server (step 176). The system

subsequently sends the handle to the handle server as

part of a request pointer information UDP packet (step

178).

The handle server then returns its response to the

requesting system. If the handle server found the

pointers, a list of pointers is returned (step 180).

This could include pointers to use one or more

If the handle was

it returns a not-

repositories and one or more RMS's.

sent to the wrong handle server,

responsible-for-handle message (step 182). In this case,

the client system should download the hash range/handle-

server—domain—name table from the handle server directory

again and attempt the mapping again. The requester will

determine how many times to try before giving up (and

this same approach is used in other similar situations

described below).

If the request was sent to the correct handle

but the requested handle could not be found, the

handle server returns a handle-not-found message (step

184).

Overview of Application for Eights gegistratign

There are two mechanisms used to register rights:

an applicant may apply for a rights registration on an

object which is located on his own system 42 or on an

server ,

object which has been stored in a repository 36.

In order to submit and process a rights

registration application the following general steps

(described in more detail later) must occur.

First, as seen in Figure 9, the rights

registration application is created, and the application
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and the associated object are submitted to the

registration system. The steps required to perform this

depend on the location of the digital object. In

registering an object which is located on the applicant's

own system, the applicant first makes the object

available to his own system (if it was created somewhere

(step 60).else) The applicant then runs a rights

registration program in a step 62, and he fills in a

The

application and the associated object are electronically

mailed (as a PEM message) to the registration system

(step 64), which performs simple syntactic checking on

the application (step 66), and verifies that the

associated object has not been corrupted (step 68).

If the object has not yet been placed in the

repository,

rights registration application template.

the applicant first places the object in the

The applicant then runs the rights

registration program, and he fills in the copyright

The

the object's handle are electronically

repository (step 70).

registration application template (step 62).

application and

mailed (PEM) to

performs simple

(step 66). The

object from the

the registration system (step 64), which

syntactic checking on the application

registration system then retrieves the

repository in a step 72 and verifies that

the retrieved associated object has not been corrupted

(step 68).

After the registration system has checked the

object, it creates an initial Receipt In Progress (RIP)

record and sends it to the tracking system (step 74).

The tracking system verifies that the account number

presented in the record is valid and that sufficient

funds exist in the account to process the application

(step 76).

The application and the associated object can now

be accessed by the rights examiner, by running an
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examiner's user interface program on the examiner's

workstation (step 78). Once the examiner approves the

application, the registration system assigns a

registration number, and the system creates the rights

registration certificate (step 80). A copy of the

certificate is mailed electronically to the rights

An updated RIP record which shows the

registration application's final status is subsequently

registrant.

sent to the tracking system (step 82).

Registering an Objegt not in a Repository

The detailed steps for registering without first

depositing a copy in a repository are shown in Figures 10

through 13.

First, the user 42 (the rights applicant)

generates a digital signature for the object (step 250)

using a private key and makes the object 43 (in one

file), digital signature 45 (in a second file), and

public key certificate chain 47 (in a third file)

available to the UA system 34 (step 252). The UA user

supplies rights registration application information 49

If the user does

not fill in the publication date field, then the object

If

then the object is treated like a

The UA user digitally signs the rights

application information in a step 254.

The UA then sends a PEM/MIME message 202 to the

registration system 40.

by filling out a form on the screen.

is considered unpublished by the rights registrar.

the field is filled in,

published work.

(MIME is a multimedia electronic

mail specification to allow for multimedia objects to be

handled.)

digital signature 45 over the object, the public key

certificate chain 47 for the user, the rights

registration application 49 information, a digital

The message contains the object, the user's

signature (not shown) over the rights registration

application information, and the UA user's public key
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certificate chain (not shown) (step 256).

message is signed by the UA user.

The registration system 40 receives the PEM/MIME

message. An entry recording the receipt of the message

is placed into a log file in a step 258.

The registration system verifies that it accepts

rights applications from the distinguished name of the UA

user (step 260). If not, it returns a message to the UA

user, and the verification failure is recorded in the log

file (step 262).

The registration system attempts to validate the

digital signature over the entire message in step 264.

If validation fails (i.e., the decrypted hash value does

not match the computed message hash or one of the

certificates in the public key certificate chain has been

revoked), The

validation failure is recorded in the log file (step

262) .

received message is sent to the UA user (step 266).

The entire

a message is returned to the UA user.

If the validation succeeds, then an application

The registration system attempts to validate the

rights registration information (only simple checks are

performed) in step 268. If validation fails, a message

is returned to the UA user. The validation failure is

recorded in the log file (step 262).

If the object was included in the PEM/MIME message

(step 270), the registration system attempts to validate

If

a message is returned to the UA user.

The validation failure is recorded in the log file (step

262).

the digital signature over the object (step 272).

validation fails,

If the validations of the application information

and the object (if it was included in the PEM/MIME

message) were successful, then the following are entered

in step 274 into the registration system's work in

progress database: the application information; the
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digital signatures; the public key certificate chains;

and the object (if available). The entry into the work

in progress database is recorded in the log file.

If the PEM/MIME message did not include the object

5 (step 276), the registration system attempts to retrieve

a copy of it in step 278. If the attempt fails, a

message is sent to the UA user (step 280). The

application information, digital signatures, and public

key certificates are removed from the work in progress

10 database. Entries are made in the log file recording the

retrieval failure and the removal of the information from

the work in progress database in step 282.

If the retrieval attempt succeeds, then the

registration system attempts to validate the digital

15 signature over the object in step 284. If validation

fails, a message is sent to the UA user (step 280). The

application information, digital signatures, and public

key certificates are removed from the work in progress

database. Entries are made in the log file recording the

20 validation failure and the removals from the work in

progress database (step 282).

If the object has been published (the rights user

filled in the published date field) (step 286), then the

object is placed in the acquisition queue in step 288.

25 The registration system now prepares an initial

Receipt In Progress (RIP) record (step 290). The

registration system converts the information located in

the title and claimant name fields in the registration

request into the title and claimant name fields in the

30 RIP record. The following conversions are performed:

title words that are located in a stop word list are

deleted and title words that are located in an

abbreviated terms list are abbreviated.

A bar—code number (or other identifier) is

as assigned to the registration request (step 290). A
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verify and debit request, which contains the bar-code

number (and other RIP record information) is formatted

and sent to the tracking system via the File Transfer

Protocol (FTP) in step 292.

The tracking system verifies the account (step

294) and debits the requested amount from the account.

If the account is not valid, the tracking system will

send an invalid account number presented message to the

registration system (step 296). If the account is valid,

but insufficient funds exist for this transaction (step

298), then the tracking system will send an insufficient

funds message to the registration system (step 296). In

either error case, the validation failure is recorded in

the registration system's log file; and the rights

registration application is removed from the works in

progress database (step 282). If the object was

unpublished, it is deleted from the registration system

in step 300. If a published object and registration

request is resubmitted, it is possible that a object

might be placed in the acquisition queue multiple times.

Manual procedures catch the duplicate entries.

If the tracking system 46 (Figure 10) successfully

performed the account verification and debit processing,

it sends an account is OK message to the registration

system in step 302. the tracking system prepares an

initial RIP record and places it in it's database. If

the object was unpublished, a copy of it is placed into

the acquisition queue.

The registration system moves the registration

request to the examiner queue database in step 304. The
registrar user's workstation 50 (Figure 10) now has

access to the registration request. The examiner uses

workstation 50 to view the object on the screen, to add

his name to the examined by line on the application form

and to record the class designation for the rights
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registration (step 306). The converted form of the

author and title (as stored in the RIP record) are also

shown to the examiner.

If the examiner approves the application (step

5 308), an examination—is-approved message is sent from the

workstation to the registration system in a step 310.

The registration system assigns a registration number

(step 312), and the system creates and digitally signs

the rights registration certificate, which includes the

10 registration number and the date on which registration

was granted (step 314). The rights registration

certificate is sent in a PEM message to the UA user in a

step 314. The certificate may be sent directly to the UA

or indirectly via the repository. The certificate is

15 archived on the registration system (step 312). The

certificate also could be stored on a system that retains

the scanned images of the manually created certificates.

If the examination results in the rights

registration application being rejected, the examiner

20 uses the workstation to send a rights registration

rejection PEM message via the UA to the applicant

explaining the rejection (step 318).

If the registration was approved or denied, an

updated RIP record is forwarded to the tracking system in

25 a step 320. once the tracking system has added the

record to its database, it sends a RIP-record-update-OK

message to the registration system (step 322).

In step 324, the registration system moves the

registration request to the cataloging system. The

30 cata1oger's workstation 57 (Figure 10) now has access to

this registration request.

Using a connection to the cataloging system, the

cataloger creates the cataloging information in step 326.

When the task is finished, the workstation sends a

35 finished catalog message to the registration system (step
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328). The registration system places a registration-

app1ication-processing-complete message in the log file
(step 330).

aci 'ec ' o a e sit

5 Alternatively, the rights holder may choose first

to place an object into a repository, as shown in Figures
14 through 17.

In a first step 350, the user 42 makes the object

(object) available to the UA 34. The UA then sends a

10 request for a handle to a handle generator system 36

(step 352).

The handle generator system sends a handle to the

UA system (udp) in step 354.

The UA sends a PEM message to the rights manage-

15 ment system 38 containing the handle, any non—simp1e

terms and conditions for obtaining a copy of the object

(which must include free access to the object for the

registrar), and the list of distinguished names of those

who are allowed to make changes to the information

20 (stored in the RMS) which is associated with the handle

(step 356). The PEM message is signed by the UA user.

The RMS verifies that it accepts new submissions

from the distinguished name of the UA user in step 358.

If not, the RHS sends an invalid—distinguished-name PEM

25 message to the UA user and discards the contents of the

received message (step 360).

The RMS validates the digital signature on the

received PEM message (step 362). If the validation

fails, the RMS sends an invalid-digital-signature PEM to

30 the UA user and discards the contents of the received

message (step 360).

The RMS verifies that it does not already have a

set of terms and conditions stored for the handle (step

364). If it does, it sends a terms-and-conditions-
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a1ready—registered PEM to the UA user and discards the

contents of the received message (step 360).

The RMS stores the handle and the associated terms

and conditions (step 366) and sends a confirming PEM to

the UA user (step 368).

In a step 370, the UA system computes the digital

the object's handle; a date/time group

(the nominal date/time of submission of the object to the

repository); and the object.

The UA system sends a PEM/MIME message to the

repository 36 (Figure 14) containing the object's handle,

the submission date/time group, the object (or the

signature over:

information needed to retrieve a copy of the object), the

UA user's digital signature over the above, the UA user's

public key certificate chain, the simple terms and

conditions for the object, if any, and the distinguished

name or names of the RMS(s) holding the non—simple terms

and conditions for the object, The entireif applicable.

message is signed by the UA user (step 372).

The repository verifies that it accepts object

submissions from the distinguished name of the UA user in

a step 374. If not,

name PEM message to the UA user and discards the received

it sends an invalid-distinguished-

message (step 376).

The repository validates the digital signature

over the entire message in step 378. If the validation

fails, the repository sends an invalid-digital-signature

PEM message to the UA user and discards the received

message (step 376).

If the object was not included in the received

PEM/MIME message (step 380), the repository attempts to

retrieve a copy of the object (e.g., via anonymous FTP)

in a step 382. If retrieval fails, the repository sends

an object-retrieval-failed PEM message to the UA user and

discards the received message (step 376).
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The repository validates the UA user's digital

signature over the handle, nominal submission date/time

group, the object (step 384), and the reasonableness of

the submission date/time group (not in the future, not

(step 386). If either of these

validations fail, the repository sends an invalid-

submission PEM to the UA user and discards the received

message (step 376).-

too far in the past)

In step 388, the repository stores the object's

handle, the submission date/time group, the object, the

UA user's digital signature over the above, the UA user's

public key certificate chain, the simple terms and

conditions for the object, if any, the distinguished name

of RMS, if applicable, The

repository then computes its own digital signature over

and other properties.

the handle, the submission date/time group from the

In step 392,

the repository sends a PEM to the UA user containing the

handle, the repository's digital signature, and the

received message and the object (step 390).

repository's public key certificate chain.

In step 394, the UA system verifies the

repository's digital signature over the handle, date/time

group, "The UA system then stores the handle,

the nominal submission date/time group, the object, the

repository's digital signature, and the repository's

public key certificate chain (step 396).

and object.

The UA system computes the hash of the object's

handle using the handle system hashing function (step

398). The UA system then looks up the domain name of the

handle server 38 responsible for the handle in its cached

copy of the hash value/handle server table (step 400).

In step 402, the UA system sends a PEM to the

handle server containing the handle, and one or more

pairs of domain name of repository and domain name of the

RMS, and a list of distinguished names of persons who are
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permitted to change the pairs of domain names associated

with the handle.

The handle server receives the PEM message and

The message is signed by the UA user.

verifies that it is responsible for the handle in step

404. If not, it sends an invalid—handle-server—selected

PEM to the UA user and discards the other information

(step 406).

server—selected rejection message from the handle server,

it downloads a new copy of the hash value/handle server

table from the handle server directory 59 (Figure 15)

(step 408) and repeats steps 398 through 404.

If the handle server is responsible for the handle

submitted by the UA system, it validates the digital

signature over the PEM message in step 410. If the

validation fails,

If the UA system receives an invalid-handle-

the handle server sends an invalid-

digital—signature PEM message to the UA user and discards

the other information (step 412).

The handle server verifies that it accepts

submissions from the distinguished name of the UA user in

step 414.

distinguished-name PEM message to the UA user and

discards the other information (step 412).

If not, the handle server sends an invalid-

The handle server verifies the syntax of the pairs

of domain names submitted with the handle in step 416.

If it detects any errors, it sends an invalid-hand1e-

submission-record syntax PEM message to the UA user and

discards the other information (step 412).

The handle server stores the handle, the pairs of

domain names, and the list of distinguished names (step

418) and sends a PEM acceptance message to the UA user

(step 420).

gggistering gn Qgject Already in a gepository

After the object has been deposited, an

application to register may be submitted (Figures 18

through 22).
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The user (the rights applicant) 42 first generates

a digital signature for the object (step 450) and makes

the digital signature (in a file), and public key

certificate chain (in a second file) available to the UA

system 34 (step 452).

The UA user supplies the rights registration

application information by filling out a form on the

screen in step 454. This includes the handle 203 for the

object already stored in a repository. Any object stored

in a repository is considered published by the rights

registrar. Therefore, the publication date field must be

entered in the application form. The UA user digitally
signs the rights application information.

In step 456, the UA system sends a PEM/MIME

message to the registration system 40 containing the

object's handle, the user's digital signature over the

object, the public key certificate chain for the user,

the rights registration application information, the

digital signature over the rights registration

application information, and the UA user's public key

certificate chain. The entire message is signed by the
UA user.

The registration system receives the PEM message.

An entry recording the receipt of the message is placed

into a log file in step 458. The registration system

then verifies that it accepts rights applications from

the distinguished name of the UA user (step 460). If

not, it returns an unknown-account PEM to the UA user,

and the verification failure is recorded in the log file
(step 462).

The registration system attempts to validate the

digital signature over the entire message in step 464.

If validation fails (i.e., the decrypted hash value does

not match the computed message hash or one of the

certificates in the public key certificate chain has been
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revoked), a received-corrupted-application PEM is

returned to the UA user. The validation failure is

recorded in the log file in step 462.

If the validation succeeds, then an application-

received PEM is sent to the UA user in step 466.

The registration system attempts to validate the

rights registration information (only simple checks are

performed) in step 468. If validation fails, a rights-

application-is-formatted—incorrectly PEM is returned to

the UA user. The validation failure is recorded in the

log file (step 462).

If the validation of the application information

was successful, then the following are entered into the

the

and the

The entry into the work

registration system's work in progress database:

application information, the digital signatures,

public key certificate chains.

in progress database is recorded in the log file in step
470.

The registration system hashes the object's handle

in step 472. It uses this hash to perform a table lookup

in the hash code/handle server table (step 474), which

was previously obtained from the handle server directory.

The registration system then sends a request-for-pointer-

information UDP packet to a handle server 58 (Figure 18)

in step 476.

In step 478, the handle server verifies that the

handle falls within the set of handles for which hash

If it is not in this set, the

handle server sends an inva1id-hand1e-server-selected

response UDP packet to the registration system (step

480).

values it is responsible.

If the registration system receives an invalid-

handle-server—se1ected response UDP packet, it refreshes

its hash code/handle server table from the handle server
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directory (step 482), and the registration system repeats
steps 472 and 474.

If the handle server is responsible for the

handle, it verifies that the handle is present in its

database in step 484. If not, it sends a handle-not—found

response UDP packet to the registration system (step
486).

If the registration system receives a hand1e-not-

found response UDP packet, it returns a requested-object-

is—unavai1ab1e PEM message to the UA user (step 488), and

the handle lockup failure is recorded in the log file.

The registration system removes the entry for the

registration request from the work in progress database

in step 490.

If the handle server has the handle in its

database, it returns the pointers associated with the

handle in a UDP packet to the registration system in step
492.

For each pointer returned by the handle server,

the registration system tries to obtain a copy of the

object. If a copy is successfully obtained from one

repository 36 (Figure 18), then the rest of the pointers

are ignored. If the registration system cannot obtain

the object from any of the repositories, the registration

system returns an unable-to-obtain-a-copy—of—the—object

PEM to the UA user (step 494). The failure to retrieve

the object is recorded in the registration system's log

file, and the rights registration entry is removed from

the work in progress database (step 496).

If a pointer does not indicate that RMS 38 (Figure

18) negotiation is required, the registration system

ignores the object pointer. If a pointer does indicate

that RMS negotiation is required (step 498), the

registration system attempts to obtain the object via the
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RMS. First, in step 500, the registration system

connects to the RMS.

The RMS returns a random-value tag to the

In step 504, the

registration system sends the following information to

the RMS: the object's handle, the registrar's digital

signature over the RMS generated random-value tag, the

registration system in step 502.

registrar's public key certificate chain, the domain name

and the port number which will be used by the

registration system to receive the object.

The RMS validates the digital signature over the

random-value tag in step 506.

correct, the RMS sends an invalid-random-value-tag

If the signature is not

response to the registration system in step 494. The

registration system logs this error and removes the

rights registration information from the work in progress

database (step 496).

The RMS verifies in step 508 that the registration

system meets the terms and conditions for the object. If

the registration system does not meet the terms and

conditions, a requester—unauthorized-rejection response

is returned to the registration system (step 494). The

registration system logs this error and removes the

rights registration information from the work-in-progress

database (step 496).

The RMS connects to the repository in step 510,

and the repository returns a random-value tag to the RMS

(step 512).

The RMS sends the following information to the

repository in step 514: the object's handle; the RMS

digital signature over the repository generated random-

value tag; the RMS public key certificate chain; and the

domain name and the port number which are used by the

registration system to receive the object.
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The repository verifies the digital signature of

If the

signature is not correct, the repository sends an

the RMS over the random-value tag in step 516.

invalid-random-value-tag response to the RMS (step 518).

The RMS logs the error and sends a remote—RMS-error-

invalid-random-value-tag error to the registration system

in step 520. The registration system then logs this

error and removes the rights registration information

from the work in progress database (step 522).

In step 524, the repository verifies that the RMS

is allowed to request object transfers for the object.

If the transfer is not allowed, the repository sends an

inva1id—RMS response to the RMS (step 518), which

forwards the response to the registration system (step

520). The registration system logs the error in its log

file, and the rights registration information is removed

from the work in progress database (step 522).

The repository sends a object—retrieva1-is-a1lowed

response to the RMS (step 526), and the repository

disconnects from the RMS (step 528).

The RMS forwards the object-retrieval-is-allowed

response to the registration system (step 530), and the

RMS disconnects from the registration system (step 532).

The repository connects to the address/port

specified in the original request, and it transmits to

the registration system the object's handle and the

The

repository then sends a object-has-been-delivered

confirmation to the RMS (step 536).

The registration system validates the user's

digital signature over the object in step 538. If

validation fails, an inva1id—object-digita1-signature-

object, signed by the repository in step 534.

presented PEM message is returned to the UA user in step

540. In step 542, the validation failure is recorded in
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the log file,

the works in progress database.

Steps 286 et seq.

and the rights registration is removed from

(Figure 11) are then followed.

The registration system prepares an initial receipt in

progress (RIP) record (step 290). The registration

system converts the information located in the title and

claimant name fields in the registration request into the

title and claimant name fields in the RIP record. The

following conversions are performed: title words that are

located in a stop word list are deleted and title words

that are located in an abbreviated terms list are

abbreviated.

The object is placed into the work in progress

database. A bar-code number is assigned to the

registration request (step 290). A verify-and-debit

request, which contains the bar—code number (and other

RIP record information) is formatted and sent to the

tracking system in step 292.

The tracking system verifies the account and

debits the requested amount from the account in step 294.

If the account is not valid, the tracking system will

send an invalid-account-number presented message to the

registration system (step 296). If the account is valid,

but insufficient funds exist for this transaction (step

298), then the tracking system will send an insufficient-

funds message to the registration system (step 296). In

either error case, the validation failure is recorded in

the registration system's log file; the rights

registration is removed from the works in progress

database (step 282).

If the tracking system successfully performed the

account verification and debit processing, it sends a

account—is-OK message to the registration system in step
302.

and places it in its database.

the tracking system prepares an initial RIP record
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The registration system then moves the

registration request to the examiner queue database in

step 304.

this registration request.

The examiner's workstation now has access to

The examiner uses the

workstation 50 (Figure 18) to view the object on the

screen, to add his name to the examined by line on the

application form and to record the class designation for

the rights registration (step 306). The converted form

of the author and title (as stored in the RIP record) are
also shown to the examiner.

If the examiner approves the application in step

308, an examination-is—approved message is sent from the

The

registration system assigns a registration number (step

312), and the system creates and digitally signs the

rights registration certificate, which includes the

registration number and the date on which registration
was granted (step 314).

certificate”

step 316. The certificate is archived on the

registration system.

workstation to the registration system (step 310).

The rights registration

is sent in a PEN message to the UA user in

If the examination results in the rights

registration application being rejected, the examiner

uses the workstation to send a rights—registration-

rejection PEM message to the applicant explaining the

rejection (step 318).

If the registration was approved or denied, an

updated RIP record is forwarded to the tracking system in

step 320. _once the tracking system has added the record

to its database, it sends a RIP—record-update-OK message

to the registration system (step 322).

The registration system moves the registration

request to the catalog queue database in step 324. The

cataloger’s workstation 57 (Figure 19) now has access to

this registration request. Using a telnet window
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connected to the cataloging system, the cataloger creates

the cataloging information (step 326). when he is

finished, the workstation sends a finished catalog

message to the registration system in a step 328. In

5 step 330, the registration system places a registration-

application-processing-complete message in the log file.

once the registrar has completed its work, the

object itself may be purged from the files of the

registrar because the digital signature and the existence

10 of the full object at a repository are sufficient to

assure that a valid copy of the object may be obtained at

any time. This significantly reduces the storage

requirements at the registrar.

Software Qrganization

15 The following software packages run on workstation

42:

MH w/PEM and MIME MH is a full featured user agent for

extensions handling Internet mail. Rather then

being a single comprehensive program,

MM consists of a collection of fairly

simple single-purpose programs to

send, receive, save, and retrieve

messages. MB is extensible, other

user agents may be layered on top of

the MH executables. The MIME

extensions provide multiple part

multiple body type message

capabilities (e.g., for multimedia

mail).

PEM administrative These tools are used to generate

20 tools private and public keys and user

certificates.

The following executables run on the rights user's

workstation 42:
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submit_registration This tool is used to create and

submit a rights registration

application.

install_ipms This tool will install the MH/PEM

and submit_registration tools on the

rights user's workstation.

The registration and recordation system (RRS) must

perform the following activities: the RRS must provide

the user interface (as an X-windows client) for rights

office personnel to view, edit, approve, reject or defer

rights registration applications; the RRS must provide

the user interface (as an X—windows client) for rights

office personnel to view digital objects; the RRS must

support electronic mail transmission and reception; the

RRS must maintain several queues of the rights

registration application as it passes through the various

states of reception, examining and approval/disapproval;

until the repository is completed, the RRS must save all

of the digital objects received (as a temporary

repository; until another storage is facility is

created/found, the RRS must retain all of the

registration certificates that have been generated.

The following software packages run on the UA

host:

MH w/PEM and MIME

extensions

' NH is a full featured user agent for

handling internet mail. Rather then

being a single comprehensive program,

MH consists of a collection of fairly

simple single-purpose programs to

send, receive, and retrievesave,

messages. MH is extensible, other user

agents may be layered on top of the M

executables.
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These tools are used to generate

private and public keys and user

certificates.

The following executables run on the rights user's

workstation:

Program/Daemon

receive_app1ication

retrieve_object

prepare_init_RIP_record

xmit_files_to_the

tracking system

Performs

when sendmail receives a message

addressed to

'submit_registration', it will

pass the message to

receive_app1ication, which will

perform the initial

verifications on the message.

If the object was not included

in the original message, this

program attempts to retrieve the

object. This program is executed

periodically by cron. This

program is also responsible for

performing time—out functions

(for retrieving the object).

This program, which is started

by rece1ve_app1ication or

retrieve_object is used to

create and queue the initial RIP

record, which will be sent to

the tracking system.

This program, started by cron,

is used to send already

formatted files to the tracking

system.
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get_files_from_the This program, started by cron,

tracking system is used to retrieve response

files from the tracking system.

process_init_RIP_response If got_files_fron_the tracking
system receives an initial RIP

record response, it invokes this

program to handle the response

from the tracking system.

view_application This user application is invoked

by the Examiner to view, edit,

accept or reject the rights

application. This program also

displays the digital objects to

the Examiner. The Cataloger may

also use this program to view

the application and associated

digital object.

5 application_queue_server This is the ‘back-end” process

that manages application/object

requests received from user

programs (i.e.

viow;application.)

send_resp_to_applicant This program, which is invoked

by vioq_application, is used to

send the application approval

and certificate or the

application rejection to the

rights applicant.
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This program, which is invoked

by view_app1ication, is used to

create an updated RIP record,

which will be transmitted to the

tracking system, using

xnit_£i1os_to_the tracking

system.

If gst_fi1ss_from_the tracking

system receives an updated RIP

record response, it invokes this

program to handle the response

from the tracking system.

This program is used to install

the additional configuration

files and software required for

the RRS system.

xmit_fi1es_to_the tracking system

get_fi1es_from_the tracking system

process_init_RIP_response

view_app1ication

app1ication_queue_server

send_resp_to_app1icant

update_RIP_record

process_update_RIP_resp

insta11_rrs
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obtaining Q Digital Qbjggt from a Repositggy

This section describes how a user may obtain an

account and retrieve digital objects from repositories.

Before a user can retrieve any objects for which

payment is required, the user must first establish an

account with a payment server system 702 on the network

(Figure 25). This system will be used to create new

accounts, debit and credit user accounts, and interface

with one or more credit service centers 704.

servers have the following attributes:

Payment servers must be qualified;

Payment

it must be

possible to verify that a payment server is valid.

This may be accomplished by establishing payment

server distinguished names; if a signed message is

received from a server with a payment server

distinguished name, then the payment server is
valid.

Payment servers may charge users for establishing
accounts.

Users may request server information (including

establishing account charges) from a server before

attempting to set up a new account.

The following steps (Figure 26) illustrate how a

user can establish a new account with a payment server.

A user must have a certificate and a valid credit card

number in order to establish an account.

The user (or his software agent) formats (706) a

setup—new-account message containing the

following:

The user's credit card number or other credit

information;

other identifying information, such as a

street address, phone number;

Requested credit amount;
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A list of valid signatures (either public key

certificates and their associated certificate

chains or distinguished names) for people

allowed to charge to the account.

optional category of use (e.g. this account

is used to retrieve video objects only.)

optional time limit (e.g. this account will

be valid until December 31, 1995.) The

payment server will normally keep an account

active as long as a minimum line of credit is

available.

The setup-new-account message is digitally signed

by the person establishing the account, and the

signed message is sent (708) to the payment server

with the above information.

The payment server verifies the signature on the

received message (710). If the signature is

invalid, the payment server sends an invalid-

signature message to the user's system (712).

Optionally, it may identify a maximum allowed

credit limit.

If the signature is valid, using standard

electronic credit card checking protocols or other

methods as appropriate, the payment server

electronically verifies the credit card number or

other credit information, and requested credit

line with a credit card service center or other

credit authority (714).

If the credit card number or other credit

information is not valid (718), the payment server

will send an invalid—credit-card message to the

user's system (720).

If the requested credit limit is too high, the

payment server will send a requested—credit—limit-

is-too-high message to the user's system.
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The payment server will verify that the other

authorized user's identities are valid (722). If

any are invalid, an inva1id—authorized-user- -

specified message is sent (724) to the user's

5 system.

The payment server assigns an account number to

the user (726) and stores the account information

in a database for later use.

The payment server formats a new-account-response

10 message (728) containing the following:

Account Number

Credit Limit Amount

Time Limit

Categories of Use

15 List of authorized users (public key

certificates plus the certificate chains.)

The requesting system or user's public key

certificate chain, which will be used to

verify the requestor's identity. other less

20 efficient methods can also be used, e.g. the

payment server could be given sufficient

information (the distinguished name) about

the user to obtain the certificate chain from

another database.

25 The payment server signs the formatted message and

sends it to the user's system. Optionally, the

user may be charged a fee for establishing this

account and for maintaining it.

The user's system encrypts and stores (730) the

30 received signed message. This account data will

be submitted with any activity that may be billed.

Bgtrigving fingm a ggpgsigggy (fiimple Terms and

Conditiggs)
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Once an account is established, the user may

retrieve an object from the repository by the following

steps (Figures 25 and 27).

The system requesting the digital object obtains

(740) the hash code/handle server table from the

handle server directory 59. This is done during

the system's initialization.

A user (or more likely, his software agent)

obtains a handle 743 for an object (742). The

handle may be obtained as part of a result of a

bibliographic search or be provided by some other

electronic means such as an electronic reference

list in another object, or by scanning a barcoded

sequence on paper. The system that is retrieving

the digital object is referred to as the

requesting system 745.

once the handle is obtained, the system that

retrieves the object "hashes" the object's handle

and uses this hashed value to perform a table

lookup in the hash code/handle server table 744.

The requesting system sends a request—for-pointer-

information UDP packet 748 to the handle server.

one or more pointers, once returned, identifies

the network location of the one or more

repositories (if one is associated with the

object) and one or more rights management system,

if one is associated with the object. This
strategy assures a random distribution of handle

server requests among many handle servers

distributed on a network without a central nodal

point in the system (for reliability).

The handle server verifies that the handle falls

within the set of handles for whose hash values it

is responsible 750.
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If it is not in this set, due to some dynamic

system change or error condition, the handle

server sends an inva1id—handle—server—se1ected

response UDP packet to the requestor 752.

If the requesting system receives an invalid-

handle-server-selected response UDP packet, it

refreshes its hash code/handle server table from

the handle server directory, and the requesting

system repeats prior steps. This will typically

be needed only if the table has changed between

the time the table was downloaded and the actual

request was made.

If the handle server is responsible for the

handle, it verifies that the handle is present in

its database 756. If not, it sends a handle—not-

found response UDP packet to the requesting system
758.

If the requesting system receives a handle—not-

found response UDP packet, it informs (760) the

user that it is unable to retrieve the object.

An object may be stored in several repositories.

Multiple pointers to these repositories may be

returned to the requesting system. For each

pointer returned by the handle server, the

requesting system uses the pointer to attempt to

obtain a copy of the digital object 762. If a

copy is successfully obtained from one repository,

the rest of the pointers will generally be

ignored. If the requesting system cannot obtain

the object from any of the repositories, it
informs the user that it is unable to retrieve the

object 764.

For retrieval purposes, the requesting system

establishes a connection to the repository 766,
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which takes the form of a small set of

transactions.

The repository may examine the calling network

address or the requesting system in order to

5 determine if the repository is being inundated

with requests from one system. If the repository

determines that it is being bombarded, the

repository may disconnect from the requesting

system and refuse to accept additional requests

10 for a period of time 768.

Normally, however, the repository returns a

random-value tag to the requesting system 770. A

flag indicating if payment is required to obtain

"Terms and Conditions" is included.

15 The requesting system needs the object's "Terms

and Conditions“ before the object can be

retrieved. The requesting system signs and sends

the following request-terms-and-conditions message

772 to the repository:

20 the object's handle;

the requesting system or user's digital

signature over the repository generated

random—va1ue tag;

the requesting system or user's public key

25 certificate chain, which will be used to

verify the requestor’s identity. other less

efficient methods can also be_used, e.g. the

repository could be given sufficient

information (the distinguished name) about

30 the user to obtain the certificate chain from

another database. This is needed in the

event the repository needs to bill for

providing the Terms and Conditions;

a unique tag, assigned by the requesting
35 system;
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account information, previously signed by the

payment server.

The repository verifies the digital signature of

the requestor over the repository generated

5 random-value tag 774. If the signature is not

correct, the repository sends an invalid-random-

value-tag response to the requesting system. The

requesting system should log this error.

The repository verifies the payment server's

10 signature over the account information 778. If

the signature is not correct, the repository sends

an inva1id—account-information response to the

requesting system. The requesting system should

log this error.

15 The repository retrieves the Terms and Conditions

associated with the specified handle 790. If no

object is associated with the handle, the

repository sends an object-not-found message to

the requesting system. The requesting system

20 should log this error.

Otherwise, the repository signs the "Terms and

Condition" message and sends 792 it to the

requesting system, including:

The objectized list of

25 terms/conditions/rights, along with the

charge associated with each object and a

status flag showing if the

term/condition/right is mandatory;

The user-assigned unique key, which was

30 I received in the request—terms-and-conditions

message;

Either the original random-value tag or

possible a new random-value tag, generated by

the repository. This is to avoid play back
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protection in the event the object identified

by the handle is retrieved later.

The requesting system verifies the

repository's signature over the received

"Terms and Conditions" message 794. If the

signature is invalid, the error is logged.

The user selects the terms and conditions desired

796, including the number of terms (e.g., A user

may buy the right to make 5 copies of the object

or to perform it ten times). The requesting

system uses this information to create the

retrieve-object message, including:

the object's handle 798;

the repository generated random value tag;

a list of the accepted "Terms and

Conditions", including the quantity of each,

where applicable;

the user's account information, which was

originally signed by the payment server;

the requesting system or user's public key

certificate chain, which will be used to

verify the requestor's identity. other less

efficient methods can also be used, e.g. the

repository could be given sufficient

information (the distinguished name) about

the user to obtain the certificate chain from

another database. V

the domain name and the port number which are

used by the requesting system to receive the

object.

limitations, if any, on the object by the

requesting system (e.g. maximum object size

it can receive)

The entire message is signed by the requestor.

This is similar to signing a credit card slip.
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The repository verifies the digital signature of

the requester over the random-value tag 800. If

the signature is not correct, the repository sends

an inva1id—random-value-tag response to the

requesting system 802. The requesting system

should log this error.

The repository establishes a connection to the

payment server, 804.

The payment server returns a random-value tag to

the repository 806.

The repository formats a debit—account message

808, including:

The retrieve-object message, as received by

the repository and signed by the requestor;

The random value tag received from the

payment server;

The repository's public key certificate

chain, which will be used to verify the

repository's identity. other less efficient

methods can also be used, e.g. the payment

server could be given sufficient information

(the distinguished name) about the user to

obtain the certificate chain from another

database.

The repository signs the retrieve-object and

random-value portion of the message. The

repository sends the debit-account message to the

payment server system.

The payment server system validates the

repository's signature over the debit-account

message 810. If the signature is invalid, the

payment server logs the error and sends a invalid-

vendor-signature message to the repository.

The payment server system then validates the

requestor's signature over the contained retrieve-
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object message 812. If the signature is invalid,

an invalid-requestor-signature message is sent to
the repository.

The payment server validates the account

5 information sent to it and verifies that the

account is valid. If the requestor is not a valid

user of the account, a inva1id—user-for-account

message is sent to the repository, and the payment
server logs the event.

10 Otherwise, the payment server, using already

existing electronic credit verification methods,
verifies that the amount may be charged to the
account 816.

If the credit check is not successful, the

is appropriate error message (e.g. "Credit Line is

insufficient", "Credit Card has Expired") is

logged and sent to the repository.

otherwise an account-has-been-debited message is
signed by the payment server and sent to the

20 repository 818.

The repository connects to the address/port

specified in the request, and it transmits 820 to

the requesting system:

the object's handle;

25 the total amount debited from the account;
the object, signed by the repository;

portions of the relevant terms and
conditions, if appropriate.

Retrieving Under Ngg-Simple germs and Conditions

30 The following steps are followed for retrieving an
object under non-simple terms and conditions.

If the user does not know the current terms and

conditions associated with the object, steps 740 through
794 (Figures 27 and 28) are first performed. If the user

35 determines that the terms and conditions returned by the
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repository are not appropriate by themselves, then

additional negotiations with the RMS associated with the

digital object are required.

If a user already knows that negotiations are

5 required with an RMS, but the RMS associated with the

digital object is not yet known, then the user's system

must perform steps 740 through 764 (Figure 27).

otherwise, referring to Figure 29, the requesting

system establishes a connection to the RMS 830.

10 The RMS returns a random-value tag to the

requesting system 832.

The requesting system sends the following

information to the RMS:

the object's handle;

15 the requestor’s digital signature over the

RMS generated random-value tag;

the requestor's public key certificate chain;

the domain name and the port number which

will be used by the requesting system to

20 receive the object;

a random value tag, assigned by the

requesting system;

the accounting data previously signed by the

payment server.

25 The RMS validates the digital signature over the

signed random-value tag 836. If the signature is

not correct, the RMS sends an inva1id-random-

value-tag response to the requesting system. The

requesting system logs this error.

30 The repository verifies the payment server's

signature over the account information 838. If

the signature is not correct, the repository sends

an invalid-account-information response to the

requesting system. The requesting system should

as log this error.
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The RMS enters into a mixed initiative dialog 840
with the user to determine what terms and

conditions are mutually acceptable, if any. This
may also entail human interaction.

5 The RMS connects to the repository 842, and the

repository returns a random-value tag to the RMS
844.

The RMS sends 846 the following information to the
repository:

10 the object's handle;

the RMS's digital signature over the

repository generated random-value tag;

the RMS public key certificate chain;

the domain name and the port number which are

15 used by the requesting system to receive the
object;

the account information, previously signed by
the payment server.

The repository verifies the digital signature of
20 the RMS over the random-value tag 848. If the

signature is not correct, the repository sends an
invalid-random-value-tag response to the RMS. The

RMS logs the error and sends a remote—RMS-error-

invalid—random-value-tag error to the requesting
25 system. The requesting system logs this error.

The repository verifies that the RMS is allowed to

request object transfers for the object. If the

transfer is not allowed, the repository sends an
"invalid RMS" response to the RMS, which forwards

30 the response to the requesting system. The

The repository establishes a connection to the
payment server 850.

The payment server returns a random-value tag to
35 the repository 852.
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The repository formats a debit-account message

854, including:

The retrieve-object message, as received by

the repository and signed by the requestor;

5 The random value tag received from the

payment server;

The repository's public key certificate

chain, which will be used to verify the

repository's identity. other less efficient

10 methods can also be used, e.g. the payment

server could be given sufficient information

(the distinguished name) about the user to

obtain the certificate chain from another

database.

15 The repository signs the retrieve-object and

random-value portion of the message.

The repository sends the debit-Account message to

the payment server system.

The payment server system validates the

20 repository's signature over the debit-account

message. If the signature is invalid, the payment

server logs the error and sends a invalid-vendor-

signature-message to the repository.

The payment server system then validates the

25 requestor's signature over the contained retrieve-

object message. If the signature is invalid, an

invalid-requestor-signature message is sent to the

repository.

The payment server validates the account
30 information sent to it and verifies that the

account is valid. If the requestor is not a valid

user of the account, a invalid-user-for—account

message is sent to the repository, and the payment

server logs the event.
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otherwise, the payment server, using already

existing electronic credit verification, verifies

that the amount may be charged to the credit card

associated with the account 860.

If the credit check is not successful, the

appropriate error message (e.g. "Credit Line is

insufficient", "Credit Card has Expired") is

logged and sent to the repository.

otherwise an account-has—been—debited message is

signed by the payment server and sent to the

repository 862.

The repository sends 864 a object—retrieva1-is-

allowed response to the RMS,

disconnects from the RMS.

The RMS forwards 866 the object—retrieva1-is-

allowed response to the requesting system, and the

RMS disconnects from the system.

and the repository

The repository connects to the address/port

specified in the request, and it transmits to the

requesting system 868:

the object's handle;

the total amount debited from the account;

the object, signed by the repository.

The repository sends a object—has-been-delivered

confirmation to the RMS 870.

All of the transactions tracked and recorded in

the above system could be used to feed an automated

accounting system for a variety of purposes.

The public access system will be based on a

commercial DBMS. Queries to this system will be

performed using standard database techniques via a direct

connection or over a network.

other embodiments are within the scope of the

following claims.
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What is claimed is:

1. A method of managing digital objects in a

network, each of the digital objects comprising a set of

sequences of digits and having an associated identifier

5 which is unique across the network, the method comprising

storing the digital objects at locations

accessible in the network using a storage technique which

renders the digital objects secure against unauthorized

access,

10 storing pointer information which associates each

digital object identifier with a pointer indicating the

location of the stored digital object in the network, and

for each of the digital objects, storing,

separately from the digital object, validation

15 information sufficient to permit a determination whether

a purported instance of a digital object is identical to

the original instance.

2. The method of claim 1 further comprising

permitting an authorized user to have access to

20 the validation information, using the digital object

identifier, to determine whether a purported instance of

a digital object is identical to the original instance.

3. The method of claim 1 wherein the validation

information comprises a digital signature over the

25 digital object.
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40

about digital objects in a network,

A method of managing reference information

each of the digital

objects comprising a set of sequences of digits and

having an associated identifier which is unique across

the network, the method comprising

storing the digital objects,

storing reference information for each of the

digital objects, and

storing validation information for each of the

digital objects which is substantially smaller in size

than the corresponding digital object and which enables a

determination of whether a purported instance of a

digital object is identical to the original instance.

5.

permitting authorized users to have access to the

The method of claim 4 further comprising

reference information using the unique identifier.

6. The method of claim 4 wherein the reference

information comprises information concerning at least one

of the following: registration of rights in digital

objects; accesses to and uses of digital objects; the

terms and conditions for access and use of digital

objects; the ownership and licensing of rights to digital

objects; links between different digital objects.
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7. A method of storing digital objects in a

network, each of the digital objects comprising a set of

sequences of digits, the method comprising

generating an identifier for each of the digital

objects which is unique across the network,

storing the digital objects in the network,

storing pointer information that associates each

identifier of a digital object with the location of the

digital object in the network,

generating verification information for each of

the digital objects, the verification information being

sufficient to determine whether a purported instance of

the digital object is identical to the original instance,
and

storing the verification information separately

from the digital object.

8. The method of claim 7 wherein the pointer

versus identifier information is stored in multiple

servers on the network, and the identifiers are generated

in a manner to distribute the pointer versus unique

identifier information relatively evenly among the
servers.

9. The method of claim 8 wherein the distribution

of pointer versus unique identifiers to the multiple

servers is based on a hashing algorithm.
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10. A method for enabling users of a network to

access digital objects stored in the network, each of the

digital objects comprising a set of sequences of digits

and having an associated identifier which is unique

across the network, the method comprising

providing multiple pointer servers each of which

accepts identifiers of a subset of the digital objects

and returns corresponding pointers to the locations of

the digital objects in the network, and

providing a directory server which accepts

identifiers of any of the digital objects and returns the

locations of the pointer servers which accept those

identifiers.

11. A method of applying for registration of

rights in digital objects comprising

storing the digital objects in a network,

generating validation information for each of the

digital objects sufficient to determine whether a

purported instance of a digital object is identical to

the original,

generating a unique identifier for each of the

digital objects,

associating with each of the unique identifiers a

pointer to the location of the digital object in the

network, and

submitting to a registering authority, an

application for registration of rights including the

validation information and the unique identifier.
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12. A method of enabling holders of rights in

digital objects to control terms and conditions under -

which they are accessed by users in a network, comprising

storing the digital objects in the network in a

manner that permits only authorized access,

storing, in the network, information about terms

and conditions for access to each digital object,

making the information about terms and conditions

available to a user in connection with a request for

access to a digital object,

enabling the user to indicate assent to the terms

and conditions, and

permitting access to the user only upon the user

indicating assent to the terms and conditions.

13. A method of enabling holders of rights in

digital objects to control terms under which rights in

the digital objects may be granted to others, comprising

storing, in the network, terms and conditions for

licensing rights,

providing information on terms and conditions

pertaining to works or other information or material that

the digital object may be based on or incorporate,

making the terms and conditions available to

potential rights holders and users, as appropriate, upon

request via the network, T

enabling the_potentia1 rights holder and the

current rights holder to interact via the network to

reach agreement on terms and conditions for grant of

rights,

storing, in a recordation server on the network,

information identifying grants of rights for digital

objects on the network.
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14.

terms and conditions of access to digital objects stored

A method to permit a user to comply with

in a network, each of the digital objects comprising a

set of sequences of digits and having an associated

identifier which is unique across the network, the method

comprising

storing in the network information which

associates with each of the unique identifiers, a pointer

to a rights management system including a terms and

conditions server containing terms and conditions,

providing to the user in response to presentation

of a unique identifier the pointer to the terms and

conditions server,

providing to the user in response to presentation

of the pointer, terms and conditions information,

enabling the user to indicate assent to the terms

and conditions, _

in response to the assent, permitting the user to

access the digital object including performance of the

object.
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15.

information concerning digital objects stored on a

A method for maintaining a record of

network, each of the digital objects comprising a set of

digits and having an associated identifier which is

unique across the network, the method comprising

storing the digital objects on the network in a

manner that restricts unauthorized access to and

transactions associated with the digital objects,

providing a reference service on the network,

separate from the storage of the digital objects, for

recording information about accesses to and transactions

associated with the digital objects,

recording in the reference service information

about accesses to and transactions associated with the

digital objects, and

permitting access to the records of the reference

service to authorized users.
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16. A method for managing registration of claims

to rights in digital objects and any works or other

information or material that the object may be based on
or incorporate, comprising

5 storing, in a repository which is accessible on a

wide area network, copies of the digital objects, in a
manner that enables only authorized accesses to the

digital objects and permits verification that the stored

digital objects have not been subjected to unauthorized
10 alteration,

from the repository, providing registration services

including receipt via the network of registration

15 requests and delivery via the network of registration
certifications, and

accessing, from the repository via the network,
the objects for use in providing the registration
services.

20 17. The method of claim 16 further comprising
enabling owners of rights in digital objects to

deposit copies of the digital objects in the repository,
via the network.

18. The method of claim 17 further comprising

25 providing a service, accessible on the network,
for generating a unique handle for each digital object.

19. The method of claim 18 wherein

the handle for a digital object is unique both
across the network and over time.
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20. The method of claim 18 further comprising

providing a service, accessible on the network,

for generating the handle and locating the pointer

associated with the handle for a digital object.

5 21. The method of claim 18 wherein the handle is

used to obtain a pointer to the network location of an

accessible copy of the digital object.

22. The method of claim 18 wherein the handle

comprises a pointer to the network location of

10 information concerning obtaining authorization to use the

digital object.

23. The method of claim 18 wherein the service is

provided at multiple different locations on the network.

24. The method of claim 20 wherein the service is

15 provided at multiple different locations on the network.

25. The method of claim 18 wherein the handles

comprise character strings associated with the servers

which generated them.

26. The method of claim 21 further comprising

20 providing a service, accessible on the network,

for providing the pointer in response to a handle.

27.‘ The method of claim 26 wherein there are

multiple servers providing the service, each serving a

portion of the handle space.
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28. The method of claim 18 wherein there are

multiple handle generation servers that may generate

handles independently.

290

storing information concerning terms and conditions for

The method of claim 16 further comprising

access to and use of the digital objects.

30. The method of claim 29 wherein information

concerning simple terms and conditions is stored in the

repository.

31. The method of claim 16 wherein additional

information concerning non-simple terms is held in a

rights management system.

32. The method of claim 18 wherein each of the

handles may be used to obtain one or more pointers to a

location or locations on the network where a copy of the

digital object to which the handle is assigned is
accessible.

33.

handles may be used to obtain one or more pointers to one

or more rights management system in which information

The method of claim 32 wherein each of the

concerning non—simple terms is held and where rights

negotiation may be carried out.

34. The method of claim 18 wherein hash values

are computed on the handles and the hash values are

distributed among multiple handle servers, each handle

server having a table which associates handles with

pointers.
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35.

responding to requests, received via the network, for

copies of the stored digital objects.

The method of claim 16 further comprising

36. The method of claim 35 further comprising

determining whether the requests for copies are
authorized.

37.

providing multiple repositories.

The method of claim 16 further comprising

38. A method for providing a repository for use

in network based regulation of claims in rights in

digital objects comprising

storing copies of the digital objects in a

repository accessible on the network, the copies being

stored in a secure manner that precludes other than

authorized access and that permits subsequent

verification that there have been no unauthorized changes

to the objects,

providing handles for the digital objects, each

handle being unique across the network and over time,

each handle including information sufficient to locate a

copy of the digital object on the network, and

in connection with actions pertaining to

regulation of claims in rights in the digital objects,

using the handles to obtain authorized access to the

digital objects.

39. The method of claim 38 wherein the actions

include registration of claims in the rights.
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40.

include obtaining copies of the digital objects in

The method of claim 39 wherein the actions

exchange for compensation.

41.

compensation for licensing of rights and other operations

A network-based method for managing

in digital objects, comprising

storing, in a recordation system available to

authorized access on the network, information identifying

the ownership of rights in digital objects,

receiving, at a rights management system available

on the network, requests for rights in digital objects

were the terms and conditions have not been stipulated in

the properties record, and

in response to the requests for rights, issuing,

from the rights management system to the recordation

system via the network, requests to record information or

transfers of rights in and other information pertaining

to the digital objects and in works or other information

or material on which the object may be based or

incorporate.

42.

comprise exclusive rights.

The method of claim 41 wherein the rights

43.

recording the transfer of rights in the recordation

system in a manner which is secure against alteration.

The method of claim 41 further comprising

44. The method of claim 41 wherein the request

for transfer of rights is associated with a commitment to

compensate the owner of the rights.
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45.

digital objects stored in a network for access to the

digital objects by users via the network,

A method for compensating owners of rights in

comprising

storing on the network information associated with

the digital objects and identifying the terms and

conditions on which a user may have access to the digital

objects via the network,

in connection with a request by a user for access

to a digital object, fetching and providing to the user

the terms and conditions, and

construing an action taken by the user in

connection with requesting access to the digital object

as agreement with the terms,

accordingly.

and charging the user

46. A method for managing handles for digital

objects in a computer network comprising

including in the handle an indication of a local

naming authority having control over generation of a

subset of all global generated handles, and

including in the handle a string which is locally

unique with respect to digital objects for which

generation of handles are controlled by the local naming

authority.

47. A method for managing generation of handles

for digital objects in a computer network comprising

maintaining local naming authorities that control

generation of handles for digital objects, the handles

being a subset of all of the handles generated globally,

and

maintaining a global naming authority that

controls the naming of the local naming authorities.
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48.

objects in a computer network comprising

A method for managing handles for digital

managing some of the handles to be globally

publicly accessible, and

managing some of the handles to be only locally

and privately accessible.

49. A method of managing access to digital

objects in repositories comprising

managing deposit of a digital object by accepting

and storing the digital object and arranging for the

generation and storage of an associated handle for the

object, and

managing access to the digital object by a

accepting and receiving a service request which includes
a handle.

50.

network comprising

A system of managing digital objects in a

and

make disseminations of digital objects and portions of

a system of repositories which accept, store,

digital objects in response to requests received from any

arbitrary location in the network,

a system of handle servers which provide services

in connection with handles for digital objects stored in

the repositories, g

a system of naming authorities which controls

generation of handles on a global and local basis to

assure locally unique and globally unique handles for

digital objects.
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This invention relates to data communication networks.

types of data communications

Some networks make no charge for any data which is

There are many different

networks.

accessed by a user. An example of such a network is the

World—Wide Web, commonly known as "The Web", which utilises

the Internet. In general, users of the Web only pay a

connection charge which allows them unlimited access to the

Web, information being available from information providers

at no extra cost. To reduce loading on long distance

transmission links, it has latterly been the practice to

provide "cache sites", otherwise known as "proxy servers".

store in which. moreA proxy server comprises a cache

frequently—used data is stored. This avoids the need to

repetitively send the same data over long distance links.

Other networks make a charge for information provided. In

order to access the data held by these networks it is in

general necessary to register with the data provider and pay

a subscription fee before any data can be obtained, in

addition 61 fee may be charged for each record accessed.

While this may be satisfactory for regular users, it can be

inconvenient for the occasional user, who needs to register

who may find itin advance, and for the data provider,

uneconomic to provide billing for an occasional user.

This invention arose from an attempt to provide an improved

data communications network.

A first aspect of the invention provides a communications

network for providing communication between at least one

provider of data and a ,plurality of users, the network

comprising a plurality of nodes, each node being arranged to

receive a request for data from a user and to supply a copy
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of the data requested to that user, at least one first node

comprising memory means arranged to store, in a semi-

permanent manner, a copy of data requested by a user, at

least one node comprising index Jneans arranged to store

information indicating the contents of its own memory means

and at least part of the contents of the memory means of at

least one other node, and means for providing communication

between the nodes and the at least one provider of data.

A second aspect of the invention provides a communications

network for providing communication between at least one

provider of data and a plurality of users, the network

comprising a node arranged to receive requests for data from

said users,

the node comprising memory means arranged to store, in

a semi—permanent manner, a copy of data requested by a user,

and index: means arranged to store an indication. of the

contents of the memory means,

request processing means arranged to process a request

for data from a user, the request being accompanied by an

authorisation to pay for the data requested, the request

processing means being arranged to:

supply the user with the requested data from the memory

means and transfer the authorisation to pay to the provider

of the data requested, in the event of data requested being

present in the memory means; and

in the event of the data requested not being present in

the memory means, obtain the data requested from a provider

of data,

index, supply the user with the data requested, and transfer

store that data in the memory means, update its

the authorisation to pay to the provider of that data.
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Embodiments of the invention will now be described by way of

non-limiting example only, with reference to the drawings in

which:

Figure 1 shows a first data communications network in

accordance with the invention; and

second. data communications network inFigure 2 shows a

accordance with the invention.

Referring now to Fig 1, a plurality of information providers

(IPs) 1,2 in region A are coupled via respective relatively

links 3,4

switching exchange 5 ‘which is coupled. via a relatively

inexpensive communications to a first packet

expensive communications link 6 to a second packet switching

A proxy server 8 is coupled to theexchange 7 in region B.

second packet switching exchange 7 via inexpensive

First and second users 11,12 are

proxy

Proxy server 8 has a cache store 10

communications lines 9.

coupled to the first server 8 via respective

inexpensive lines 13.14.

in region C. Similarly a second relatively expensive link 16

couples the first exchange 5 in region A to a third exchange

17 in region C. A second proxy server 18 having a cache

is coupled to the third. exchange 17 via an

Third and fourth

memory 100

inexpensive link 19. users 111,112 are

coupled to the second proxy server 18 via inexpensive lines

ll3,1l4.

The precise nature of regions A,B and C is not important.

Regions A,B and C may be any regions connected via relatively

expensive communications links. They may for example

comprise different states, different regions within a single

state, or different companies or organisations.

informationA proxy server stores a subset of all the

available on the network. When a network user requests an
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item of data, which for convenience will be referred to as a

page of information, the system operates as follows:

Say user 11 requests a page of information. This request is

transmitted to its associated proxy server 8.

Proxy server 8 checks its store 10. If it has the page then

it returns it to the user.

If the proxy server does not have the page then it forwards

Say the

IPl then transmits the page to

the request to the IP identified in the request.

page is available from IPl.

proxy server 8.

Proxy server 8 then forwards the page to user 11, and also

places a copy of the page in its own store 10.

Once the store 10 is full, the proxy server throws away the

least—recently—used pages to make room for new pages and

sends messages to the other proxy servers to update their

directories accordingly.

Each page may be tagged with an expiry date, so that updated

information can be fetched automatically.

Updating and replacement of lesser—used pages can be

implemented using a Least—Recently Used (LRU) algorithm. The

LRU algorithm is a simple algorithm that gives good results

under a wide range of conditions. It performs best when a

few pages are very popular, but the timing of the page

requests is otherwise random. Many data communication

networks are found to exhibit this behaviour.

In theory a region may only require a single proxy server,

since two or more proxy servers will duplicate work and hence

raise the bandwidth on the relatively expensive link.
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However a free market may demand that there be multiple proxy

servers, and that the number and nature of the proxy servers

be able to change over time.

5 Fig 2 illustrates in simplified form what will be termed a

federated caching scheme. First and second. vendors of

information (information providers) 21,22 in region A have

information stored in respective data banks 60,61. The

information providers (IP's) are coupled to a first packet
10 router 25 via relatively inexpensive links 23,24. The first

packet router 25 is coupled via a relatively expensive link

26 to a second packet router 27 in region B. First and

second proxy servers 28, 38 having respective cache stores

210,310 are coupled to the second. packet router 27 via

15 respective relatively inexpensive links 29,30 and to each

other via link 31. First and second users 211, 212 are

coupled to the first proxy server 28 via inexpensive links

213,214. Third and fourth users 311, 312 are coupled to the

second proxy server 38 via inexpensive links 313,314.
20

Only two proxy servers have been shown for simplicity, but in

practice as many as necessary may be provided, each being in
communication with the others either directly or via other

proxy servers or the packet router 27. The collection of

25 proxy servers comprises a "federated cache".

In the present embodiment, each proxy server keeps a

directory which contains a list of all the files which are

stored by that proxy server, and a list of files held by
30 other proxy servers of the federation. A request from a user

is processed as follows.

A user 211 sends a request for information to the first proxy
server 28. The proxy server consults its directory. If it

35 holds the information requested, it sends the information to

the user 211. It also generates data recording the
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transaction as will be described later. The transaction then

terminates.

If the first proxy server does not itself hold the

5 information but can locate the information in the second

proxy server 38, it forwards the request to the second proxy

server 38. The second proxy server 38 sends the information

to the first proxy server, which forwards it to the first

user 211. However, the first proxy server 38 does not in

10 general keep a copy of the information. Data recording the

transaction details are generated. The transaction data may

include details of the payment (if any) to be made by the

first proxy server 28 to the second proxy server 38 for

supplying the information, the charges being such as to

15 promote equitable distribution of operating costs between the

proxy servers. The transaction then terminates.

If the first proxy server is unable to locate a copy of the

information in its directory, then it forwards the request to

20 the source of information indicated by the first user 211 via

the packet router and the expensive link 26. Say the

information is held by the first IP 21. IP 21 then sends the

information from its store 60 to the first proxy server 28.

The proxy server forwards it to the first user 211.

25

In this instance the first proxy server does keep a copy of

the information. in its cache store 210. As well as

generating data recording the transaction, it broadcasts a

message to the other proxy servers in the federation that it

30 now has a copy of that information. The transaction then

terminates.

Thus the federation of caches can behave as a single proxy

server for the purposes of reducing the bandwidth

35 requirements of the expensive communications link 26, but can

function as separate caches for the purposes of competing on
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It was mentioned above that the first proxy server does not

in general keep a copy of data which is held by another proxy
server. This would for example be the case where the cost to

the first proxy server of obtaining the data from another

proxy server was less than the cost of keeping that data. If

the cost of obtaining the data from another proxy server was

sufficiently high, or the data was subject to sufficient

usage, it could well become more economical for the first

proxy server to keep a copy of the data itself rather than

obtaining it from another proxy server each time it was
needed.

As was mentioned above. data recording the transaction is

generated during operation.

A proxy server must ensure that payment reaches the original

IP. Furthermore, the IP must be able to ensure that all the

payment due is in fact reaching him. However, it is

desirable for the IP not to be able to associate an arbitrary
purchase with lest this breakany particular person,

anonymity.

For a non—federated cache of the type shown in Fig 1. the
problem may be solved as follows.

The user sends an electronic payment to the proxy server with

the request. Conveniently, payment consists of electronic

funds transfer between bank accounts, or may consist of

electronic messages exchanged between smartcards, for example
the Mondex system. Mondex is a trademark of the National
Westminster Bank PLC.

The proxy server generates a unique transaction number. If

the proxy server does not hold the information, the payment
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is forwarded to the IP with the request and the transaction

number.

the transaction number.

The information is forwarded to the user, along with

If the proxy server does hold the information then the

following parts of the transaction are sent to the IP:

the amount paid;

the transaction number; and

the payment.

Thus the identity of the user is not conveyed to the IP and

anonymity is preserved.

The payment operation may be delayed in order to batch up

many payments, the relevant information being stored

temporarily and processed en masse at a convenient time.

federated cache as shown in Fig 2 the payment

site which

In a

accompanies the request until it reaches a

actually holds the requested information. The transaction

number is augmented with the name of the proxy server which

fulfilled the request. Otherwise the system works as above.

For example, if user 211 requests information which is not

held by proxy server 28, but which is held by proxy server

38, then proxy server 38 will be credited with the payment.

This allows the IPs to carry out spot checks by purchasing

information through a proxy server (possibly via a third

party to avoid detection) and then checking that the list of

transactions sent by the proxy server do indeed include the

test transactions.

In the present embodiment, when a first proxy server receives

a request from a client, it assigns a unique code to that

request, and transmits that request code to the client.
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In the case that the first proxy server can fulfil the

request, it transmits the request code to the appropriate IP,

along with other accounting information such as the value of

each. request and an instruction. to pay the IP for the

information which has been provided to the client.

In the case that the first proxy server can locate the

requested page on a second proxy server, then the first proxy
server will forward the request code and payment instruction

to the second proxy server along with the request. The

second proxy server will then fulfil the request as described

earlier, and forward the request code and other information

as described in the first case to the IP.

In the case that the first proxy server cannot locate the

requested page in any of the other proxy servers, it will

forward the request, request code and payment to the
appropriate IP.

In all

instructions

cases the protocol for

will

acknowledging receipt to be sent from the payee to the payer.

forwarding of payment

include a messagenon-repudiatable

This message is known as a "digital receipt". The proxy
servers will store these receipts for a predetermined time

for inspection by the relevant IPs, and may then delete them.

The proxy servers may chose to batch up the data and payment
which is to be sent to the IPs in order to reduce the cost of
data transmission and money transfers.

The client transmits its copy of the request code to the IP.

The IP can then check that the request code provided by the
client is present in the list provided by the proxy servers.

If the request code is absent, or the value given for the

request is not the same as the value given for that request
in the list, then the IP may reasonably conclude that one of
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the proxy servers is behaving dishonestly. Inspection of the

digital receipts stored by the various proxy servers will
allow the IP to determine which proxy server this is.

In order to verify that Inter—Proxy payments are being made,

a proxy server transmits to a client a "probe" request which
names a non—existent page of information, and also transmits

to a second proxy server an index update corresponding to

this probe request. The client then transmits this probe

request to the second proxy server, and the original proxy

server monitors the request it receives in order to determine

if the second proxy server correctly forwards the request to

the original proxy server. If the original proxy server

receives the probe request in a form which appears to have

come from a client, then it may conclude that the second

proxy server is behaving dishonestly.

In addition a proxy server can provide additional anonymity

to users. In a commercial network in accordance with the

invention there may be many small IPs, and some of them may

attempt to gain information on their customers for illegal or

unethical purposes such as blackmail or public disclosure.

A crooked IP could record the network address of a client,

and then find the user with that address.

address identifies a particular machine, and a machine might

Since a network

be used by only one person, it would be possible to identify

the person who had bought a particular piece of information.

However if the client is purchasing information via a proxy

server, the IP is denied the network address of the customer.

The IP can only discover this information. with the co-

operation of the customer.

A crooked cache could behave in a similar way to a crooked

IP, but there will be only a few proxy servers in a

so each will have a long—term interest infederation,

protecting the anonymity of their clients in order to avoid
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bad publicity.

A number of modifications are possible within the scope of
the invention.

In the embodiment of Figure 2, when any proxy server stores

data in its cache memory, it broadcasts that fact to all the

it is not

essential for the proxy servers to behave in this way under

other proxy servers in the federation. However,

all circumstances, and the exchange of information need not

be wholly reciprocal. In a modification of the network shown

in Figure 2, the first proxy server 28 always informs the

second proxy server 38 of the contents of its store 210,

whereas the second proxy server 38 does not necessarily

always inform the first proxy server 28 of the contents of

its store 310. This arrangement allows the second proxy

server 38 to store data of a sensitive or confidential

nature, which data is only made available to authorised users

associated with proxy server 38.

in aIn a further modification all the proxy servers

federated cache behave in this manner, each witholding the

existence of at least some of the data which it is storing

from at least some of the other proxy servers.

Further, certain data held by

selectively available to some proxy servers of the federation

a proxy server may be

but not to others.

The embodiments have been described with reference to data

for which a charge has been made. Networks in accordance

with the invention may equally well be used to convey data

for which no charge is made either in addition to or instead

of chargeable data.

In addition to, or as an alternative to, tagging pages with
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an expiry date, means may be provided to allow an IP to

broadcast a message to the proxy servers indicating that a

particular page is now out of date. The proxy server or

servers holding that page may then update the expiry date

associated with that page, or else delete the page concerned

from their cache memory as appropriate, the page being re-

stored when the next request for it is received from a user.

Alternatively, out—of—date records may simply be deleted in

response to instructions broadcast from the IPs. This can

avoid the need for proxy servers to store expiry dates as

such.

Further, at least some of the data held by a proxy server may

be kept in permanently stored form. For example, data kept

by a proxy server may

reference works such as encyclopedias stored in read—only

To the user or another proxy server,

include or consist entirely of

memory such as CD—ROM.

the proxy server will behave just like any other proxy
server .

At least some of the proxy servers may hold information which

in the directories of the other proxydoes not appear

servers, but which is nonetheless available if requested.

The network is then provided with a request broadcast

facility whereby, if a proxy server cannot find a page in its

own directory or directories of which it has copies, then it

broadcasts a request to the other members of the federation.

Only if no positive response is received does it send the

request to an IP.

In another modification, the LRU algorithm may be replaced by

an algorithm which attempts to predict which pages will be

some pages may be

Under
popular in the near future. For instance,

very popular during weekends, but not during weekdays.

these circumstances the LRU algorithm may cause these pages
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to be stored for most of the week, deleted on Friday and then

refetched on Saturday. A more complex algorithm may take

this into account when selecting pages for deletion.

5 In a further modification, a predictive algorithm fetches

pages before they are requested. If the expensive link is

much slower than the links from the proxy server to the

customer then this will avoid delaying the first client while

the page is transmitted from the IP.

10
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Claims

1. A communications network for providing communication

between at least one provider of data and a plurality of

users, the network comprising a plurality of nodes, each node

being arranged to receive a request for data from a user and

to supply a copy of the data requested to that user, at least

one first node comprising memory means arranged to store, in

a semi—permanent manner, a copy of data requested by a user,

at least one node comprising index means arranged to store

information indicating the contents of its own memory means

and at least part of the contents of the memory means of at

least one other node, and means for providing communication

between the nodes and the at least one provider of data.

2. A communications network as claimed in Claim 1 in which

at least one node comprises data which is not included in the

index means of at least one other node.

3. A communications network as claimed in Claim 1 or 2 in

which the at

processing means for processing a request for data from a

user coupled thereto, the request processing means comprising

means to consult the index of the node,

first node comprises requestleast one

means to supply data from the memory means of the node

if the data requested is present therein,

means to obtain. the data from the memory’ means of

another node if the data is held by that node,

means to obtain the data from a provider of data if the

data is not held by any node, and

means to store in a semi—permanent manner, the data
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requested by the user in the memory means of the node if that

data was not previously stored therein and to update the

index means of the node.

4. A communications network as claimed in Claim 3, further

comprising means to update the index means of at least one

further node to indicate the presence and location of the

newly-stored data.

5. A communication network as claimed in Claim 3 or 4 in

which the data requested by the user is stored in a semi-

permanent manner only if that data is not already present in

the memory means of another node.

6. A communications network as claimed in any one of Claims

3, 4 or 5, in which the data

authorisation to pay for the data requested, in which the

request for comprises

request processing means comprises means to transfer the

authorisation to the provider of the data.

7. A communications network as claimed in Claim 6, in which

the request processing means comprises means to temporarily

store the authorisation to pay.

8. A communications network as claimed in Claim 6 or 7 in

which the request processing means comprises means to forward

the authorisation to pay to the node providing the data when

the data is provided from another node.

9. A communications network as claimed in any preceding

claim, in which the at least one first node comprises means

for determining the usage of each item of data stored in its

own memory means, and means for selectively erasing lesser

used data.

10. A communications network as claimed in any preceding
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claim, comprising means to cause an item of semi-permanently

stored data to be deleted when it is no longer valid.

11. A communications network for providing communication

between at least one provider of data and a plurality of

users, the network comprising a node arranged to receive

requests for data from said users.

the node comprising memory means arranged to store, in

a semi—permanent manner, a copy of data requested by a user,

and index xneans arranged to store an indication of the

contents of the memory means,

request processing means arranged to process a request

for data from a user, the request being accompanied by an

authorisation to pay for the data requested, the request

processing means being arranged to;

supply the user with the requested data from the memory

means and transfer the authorisation to pay to the provider

of the data requested in the event of data requested being

present in the memory means; and

in the event of the data requested not being present in

the memory means, obtain the data requested from a provider

of data,

index, supply the user with the data requested, and transfer

store that data in the memory means, update its

the authorisation to pay to the provider of that data.

12. A data communication network substantially as described

with reference to Figure 1 or Figure 2 of the drawings.
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allowable, if available, must be attached. Also, where no copy of the amendments that would render the claims

allowable is available, a summary thereof must be attached.)

THE FORMAL WRITTEN REPLY TO THE LAST OFFICE ACTION MUST INCLUDE THE SUBSTANCE OF THE

INTERVIEW. (See MPEP Section 713.04). If a reply to the last Office action has already been filed, APPLICANT IS
GIVEN A NON-EXTENDABLE PERIOD OF THE LONGER OF ONE MONTH OR THIRTY DAYS FROM THIS

INTERVIEW DATE, OR THE MAILING DATE OF THIS INTERVIEW SUMMARY FORM, WHICHEVER IS LATER, TO

FILE A STATEMENT OF THE SUBSTANCE OF THE INTERVIEW. See Summary of Record of Interview
requirements on reverse side or on attached sheet.

/Samson B Lemmal

Examiner, Art Unit 2432
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-413 (Rev. 04-03) Interview Summary Paper No. 03172010
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Summary of Record of Interview Requirements

Manual of Patent Examining Procedure (MPEP), Section 713.04, Substance of Interview Must be Made of Record
A complete written statement as to the substance of any face-to-face, video conference, or telephone interview with regard to an application must be made of record in the
application whether or not an agreement with the examiner was reached at the interview.

Title 37 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) § 1.133 Interviews
Paragraph (b)

In every instance where reconsideration is requested in view of an interview with an examiner, a complete written statement of the reasons presented at the interview as
warranting favorable action must be filed by the applicant. An interview does not remove the necessity for reply to Office action as specified in §§ 1.111, 1.135. (35 U.S.C. 132)

37 CFR §1.2 Business to be transacted in writing.
All business with the Patent or Trademark Office should be transacted in writing. The personal attendance of applicants or their attorneys or agents at the Patent and
Trademark Office is unnecessary. The action of the Patent and Trademark Office will be based exclusively on the written record in the Office. No attention will be paid to
any alleged oral promise, stipulation, or understanding in relation to which there is disagreement or doubt.

The action of the Patent and Trademark Office cannot be based exclusively on the written record in the Office if that record is itself
incomplete through the failure to record the substance of interviews.

It is the responsibility of the applicant or the attorney or agent to make the substance of an interview of record in the application file, unless
the examiner indicates he or she will do so. It is the examiner's responsibility to see that such a record is made and to correct material inaccuracies
which bear directly on the question of patentability.

Examiners must complete an Interview Summary Form for each interview held where a matter of substance has been discussed during the
interview by checking the appropriate boxes and filling in the blanks. Discussions regarding only procedural matters, directed solely to restriction
requirements for which interview recordation is otherwise provided for in Section 812.01 of the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure, or pointing
out typographical errors or unreadable script in Office actions or the like, are excluded from the interview recordation procedures below. Where the
substance of an interview is completely recorded in an Examiners Amendment, no separate Interview Summary Record is required.

The Interview Summary Form shall be given an appropriate Paper No., placed in the right hand portion of the file, and listed on the
“Contents” section of the file wrapper. In a personal interview, a duplicate of the Form is given to the applicant (or attorney or agent) at the
conclusion of the interview. In the case of a telephone or video-conference interview, the copy is mailed to the applicant's correspondence address
either with or prior to the next official communication. If additional correspondence from the examiner is not likely before an allowance or if other
circumstances dictate, the Form should be mailed promptly after the interview rather than with the next official communication.

The Form provides for recordation of the following information:
— Application Number (Series Code and Serial Number)
— Name of applicant
— Name of examiner
— Date of interview

— Type of interview (telephonic, video-conference, or personal)
— Name of participant(s) (applicant, attorney or agent, examiner, other PTO personnel, etc.)
— An indication whether or not an exhibit was shown or a demonstration conducted

— An identification of the specific prior art discussed
— An indication whether an agreement was reached and if so, a description of the general nature of the agreement (may be by

attachment of a copy of amendments or claims agreed as being allowable). Note: Agreement as to allowability is tentative and does
not restrict further action by the examiner to the contrary.

— The signature of the examiner who conducted the interview (if Form is not an attachment to a signed Office action)

It is desirable that the examiner orally remind the applicant of his or her obligation to record the substance of the interview of each case. It
should be noted, however, that the Interview Summary Form will not normally be considered a complete and proper recordation of the interview
unless it includes, or is supplemented by the applicant or the examiner to include, all of the applicable items required below concerning the
substance of the interview.

A complete and proper recordation of the substance of any interview should include at least the following applicable items:
1) A brief description of the nature of any exhibit shown or any demonstration conducted,
2) an identification of the claims discussed,
3) an identification of the specific prior art discussed,
4) an identification of the principal proposed amendments of a substantive nature discussed, unless these are already described on the

Interview Summary Form completed by the Examiner,
5) a brief identification of the general thrust of the principal arguments presented to the examiner,

(The identification of arguments need not be lengthy or elaborate. A verbatim or highly detailed description of the arguments is not
required. The identification of the arguments is sufficient if the general nature or thrust of the principal arguments made to the
examiner can be understood in the context of the application file. Of course, the applicant may desire to emphasize and fully
describe those arguments which he or she feels were or might be persuasive to the examiner.)

6) a general indication of any other pertinent matters discussed, and
7) if appropriate, the general results or outcome of the interview unless already described in the Interview Summary Form completed by

the examiner.

Examiners are expected to carefully review the applicant's record of the substance of an interview. If the record is not complete and
accurate, the examiner will give the applicant an extendable one month time period to correct the record.

Examiner to Check for Accuracy

If the claims are allowable for other reasons of record, the examiner should send a letter setting forth the examiner's version of the
statement attributed to him or her. If the record is complete and accurate, the examiner should place the indication, “|nterview Record OK" on the
paper recording the substance of the interview along with the date and the examiner's initials.
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Continuation Sheet (PTOL-413) Application No. 11/980,687

Continuation of Substance of Interview including description of the general nature of what was agreed to if an

agreement was reached, or any other comments: Applicant's represenative Brain Sintzky registration No. 37,497 and

examiner have discussed at least the independent claims 1, 20, 21 and 24. Applicant's rep. and examiner agreed to

amend the independent claims in such a way that the limitation "Name" is specificly defined in the claim itself.
Applicant's rep. Submitted a proposed amendment and the limitation "name" is defined in the claims. In view of the

proposed amendent and the discussion made at the interview both parties have agreed the claim limitation that would

overcome the ground of rejection and possibly make the application allowable. Furthermore a discussion and

agreement was made to amend the claims to overcome the potential 101 rejection. Applicant's represenative is going

to file an RCE. Examiner has finally noted that further search and consideration would be conducted and approval from

SPE is required before the application is finally a||owed..
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Facsimile Cover Sheet

 

TO: :_I:_§Ifi§,E[1_iil'|J.E,:I LEMMA, 3. B. - Faesimile: = 57_,1;.;%7_§—;3,,8Q6 A; A

United States Patent 3: Phone: I 57.1 27.133306 I

Ti'a__c1e1t1'ar1< Office ' _

From: lfirian Siritzky, P}1.D. _ Datezi I March 1f.,_201_O.

Number ofiipages (including this page): 2

Regarding.‘ U._S. Application No. 11/930,637

Atta}:hmeJ1r(s).' Proposed clarifications

I Mess_age'.' Exan1i.'ne1'Len1n1a:

Here are some proposals for discussion at our inteiview on Wetlnesday

this Week. Please do NOT ENTER sny=c1aim;ana_eiid;I1_1ents. V:

I look: forward to meeting you on Wednesday'Oi3/1"?/2010 at 111' to f I
discuss. . ' I 1' I " I A

Please confirm receipt.

Please telephone me with any questions, concerns, etc. (703.894:I_6405)._

Thenkyou. M I "I ".7

Sinoerely, Brian Siritzky, Reg. No. 37,497
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FOR DISCUSSION_ ONLY -~r DD NOT ENTER

APP1i9fiti0fl§S€Tifl1N0-i 11/930,537 IExa111iner:1 LEMMA, S; Bi". '1

Here, for discussion, are some possible elaxifieations _of_t;1_1_e_‘fna1ne’f; _ i_

wherein the name is based, at least in part, on a_ fL_1:_n_eno_n of the

which c;cjn1__p;rise the contents of the data item, _

wberenl zwo identical data items will have the Same name,

w_h'e'rein the name is based on all ofthe datajin the c1ata_ite_m, '

wherein the name of the data item will ehange if theeontents ' 1_

item ehange,

-1-
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Vi 'nia 22313-1450
www.uspto.go

 
APPLICATION NO. F ING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONF {MATION NO.

11/980,687 10/31/2007 David A. Farber 2618-0017 6761

75948 7590 03/05/2010

DAVIDSON BERQUIST JACKSON&GOWDEY, LLP
ATTN: BRIAN SIRITZKY, Ph.D. LEMMA, sAMsoN B
4300 WILSON BLVD., 7TH FLOOR
ARLINGTON, VA 22203 PAPER NUMBER

2432

MAIL DATE DELIVERY MODE

03/05/2010 PAPER

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.
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Application No. App|icant(s)

11/980,687 FARBER ET AL.

Office Action Summary Examine, A,, Unit

2432 —
-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE Q MONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS,
WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.
- Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed

after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, even if timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1)IXI Responsive to communication(s) filed on 11 December 2009.

2a)IXI This action is FINAL. 2b)I:I This action is non-final.

3)I:I Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

4)IXI C|aim(s) ii is/are pending in the application.

4a) Of the above c|aim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5)I:I C|aim(s) is/are allowed.

6)IXI C|aim(s) ii is/are rejected.

7)I:I C|aim(s)j is/are objected to.

8)I:I C|aim(s)jare subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

Application Papers

9)I:I The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

10)I:I The drawing(s) filed on is/are: a)I:I accepted or b)I:I objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

11)I:I The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)I:I Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).

a)I:I All b)I:I Some * c)I:I None of:

1.I:I Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.I:I Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.

3.I:I Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

Attachment(s)

1) E Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) D Interview Summary (PTO-413)

2) D Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) Paper N0(S)/IVI3” DataE
3) IXI Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/08) 5) I:I Notice of informal Patent Application

Paper No(s)/Mail Date . 6) D Other: .
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-326 (Rev. 08-06) Office Action Summary ier No./Mail Date 02202010
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Application/Control Number: 11/980,687 Page 2

Art UI1i':: 2432

DETAILED ACTION

1. This office action is in reply to an amendment filed on 12/ 11/2009.

Claims 1-25 are pending.

2. The amendment made to independent claim 20 overcomes the objection

set forth in the previous office action. Thus the objection provided to

independent claim 20 is Withdrawn.

3. The information disclosure statements (IDS) submitted on have been

considered.

Response to Arguments

4. Applicant’s argument filed on December 11, 2009 with respect to claims

1-25 have been fully considered but they are not persuasive.

Referring to the independent claims 1, 20, 21 and 24, applicant’s

representative argued that, the combination of the references on the

record namely Blickenstaff in view of Orita, does not disclose the

following limitations.

“the name being based at least in part on the data which comprise

the contents of the data item; and (b) determining, based at least in

part on said name, whether or not access to the data item is

authorized”

Examiner disagrees with the above argument.

Examiner counters that a careful reading of reference in particular the

secondary reference on the record Orita reveals that the feature argued
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Application/Control Number: ll/980,687 Page 3

Art UI1i':: 2432

by the applicant’s representative is indeed still taught by the reference/ s

on the record.

Examiner would like to point out that, Orita discloses the following on

the abstract.

“When a specified file access is requested after the execution of the

user program, whether execution of the file access is permitted or

not is determined according to access protection information. The

access protection information is information having access types and %

contents defined by the environment profile information.”

From what is recited above it is clear that the permission is

determined based on the access protection information.

Furthermore this access protection information have not only

access types but also file contents. Thus the file content itself is

one of the components in the access protection information that

would be used for determining whether or not access is permitted.

In view of the above understanding such file content since it

comprises of the content of the file it meets the limitation recited

as " the name being based at least in part on the data which

comprise the contents of the data item; and (b) determining, based

at least in part on said name, whether or not access to the data item

is authorized”
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Application/Control Number: 11/980,687 Page 4

Art UI1i':: 2432

In view of this understanding, unlike, applicant’s argument, each and

every limitation of the independent claim is disclosed by the reference on

the record. Furthermore In response to applicants arguments against

the references individually, Examiner would like to point out that one

cannot show nonobviousness by attacking references individually where

the rejections are based on combinations of references namely

Blickenstaff in view of Orita. See In re Keller, 642 F.2d 413, 208

USPQ 871 (CCPA 1981); In re Merck & Co., 800 F.2d 1091, 231

USPQ 375 (Fed. Cir. 1986).

As indicated above, each and every limitation recited in independent

claim is still disclosed by the reference on the record. Therefore the

rejection is maintained.

Applicant’s representative is encouraged to call the office and discuss

how the broad limitation such as “name” recited in each independent

claim be amended or elaborated to make the application distinct from the

combination of the reference on the record.

Claim Rejections — 35 USC § 103

5. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the

basis for all obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically
disclosed or described as set forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences

between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are such

that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the

invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said
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Application/Control Number: 11/980,687 Page 5

Art UI1i':: 2432

subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in
which the invention was made.

6.  §are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Blickenstaff et a1 (hereinafter referred to as

Blickenstaff), U.S. Patent No. 5,537,585 (filed on Feb 25, 1994) in View

of Yukio Orita (hereinafter referred to as Orita) U.S. Patent No. 5,

163,147 (Date of Patent: Nov 10,1992)

7. As 1;er indegendent claim 1, Blickenstaff discloses a method, in a

system which includes a network of computers [See at least column 4,

lines 23-28 and figure “1/ local area network”, ref. Num “ 21, 22 and 42”

and column 1, lines 6-8, “this invention relates to data communication

networks, such as local area networks, that function to interconnect a

plurality of data processors”] (Note: as it is disclosed on column 4, lines 26-

28, “processors, shown onfigure 1, are either personal computers, work

stations or mini—computers”) the method comprising:

0 (a) obtaining a name for a data item, the name being included

in a request for the data item [Figure 8, ref. Num “801—803” and column

13, lines 34-46,], ( “4. File management scheme, including access methods.

For example, DOS data files are named with a 1-8 byte name and a 0-3

byte extent, which are delimited by a ”. ” (nnnnnnnn.xx.>c). The directory

architecture is illustrated in FIG. 13 and takes the form of a hierarchical

tree of directory names. The root is typically a volume, from which a

number of directories branch. Each directory includes other directories
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Application/Control Number: ll/980,687 Page 6

Art UI1i':: 2432

and/or data files. A full data file name is represented by concatenating all

the directory tree structure components from the root to the particular data

file, with components being delimited by ” ”. An example of such a data file

name using this convention is ” vol\dir1\ dir3\ filename.ext”.) and

Blickenstaff further discloses,

based on said name, determine the location of the file and

providing the requesting computer obtain the requested file from its

own storage device or from the different server, distinct from the

requesting computer. [See figure 8, and Column 5, lines 38-57]

Blickenstaff does not explicitly disclose

0 the name being based at least in part on the data which

comprise the contents of the data item; and (b) determining, based

at least in part on said name, whether or not access to the data item

is authorized.

However, in the same field of endeavor Orita at least on its abstract

discloses the following which meets the above limitation.

“When a specified file access is requested after the execution of the

user program, whether execution of the file access is permitted or

not is determined according to access protection information. The

access protection information is information having access types and @

contents defined by the environment profile information.”
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Application/Control Number: ll/980,687 Page 7

Art UI1i':: 2432

It would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art,

at the time the invention was made, to combine the feature such as the

name being based at least in part on the data which comprise the

contents of the data item; and determining, based at least in part on

said name, whether or not access to the data item is authorized as

per teachings of Orita into the method of accessing of the file using the

file name as taught by Blickenstaff in order provide a more secure

access control and accurately/ expeditiously retrieve requested file / s.

Bli pk nstaff discloses a method 

comprising: controlling distribution of licensed content (column 5,

lines 28-35, see “migration offiles”) from a first computer [Figure 1, ref.

41 and 43 or storage serverprocessor 51] to a requesting computer

[Figure 1, ref. Num “21 ” and ”22’7 in response to a request for the

content from said requesting computer, [See figure 8, and Column 5,

lines 38-57]

the request including at least a name of the data file, [Figure 8,

ref. Num “801—803” and column 13, lines 34-46,], ( “4. File management

scheme, including access methods. For example, DOS data files are named

with a 1-8 byte name and a 0-3 byte extent, which are delimited by a ”. ”

(nnnnnnnnxxx). The directory architecture is illustrated in FIG. 13 and

takes the form of a hierarchical tree of directory names. The root is

typically a volume, from which a number of directories branch. Each

directory includes other directories and/or data files. A ull data ile name
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Application/Control Number: ll/980,687 Page 8

Art UI1i':: 2432

is represented by concatenating all the directory tree structure components

from the root to the particular data file, with components being delimited

by ” ”. An example of such a data file name using this convention is ”

vol\dir1\ dir3\ filename.ext”.)

Blickenstaff further discloses,

based on said name, determine the location of the file and

providing the requesting computer obtain the requested file from its

own storage device or from the different server, distinct from the

requesting computer. [See figure 8, and Column 5, lines 38-57]

Blickenstaff does not explicitly disclose the limitation recited as,

the name having been determined using at least a function of the data

comprising the data item, permitting the content to be provided to the

requesting computer if the content is authorized or licensed.

However, in the same field of endeavor Orita at least on its abstract

discloses the following which meets the above limitation.

“When a specified file access is requested after the execution of the

user program, whether execution of the file access is permitted or

not is determined according to access protection information. The

access protection information is information having access types and @

contents defined by the environment profile information.”
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Application/Control Number: ll/980,687 Page 9

Art UI1i':: 2432

It Would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art,

at the time the invention Was made, to combine the feature such as the

name having been determined using at least a function of the data

comprising the data item, permitting the content to be provided to the

requesting computer if the content is authorized or licensed as per

teachings of Orita into the method of accessing of the file using the file

name as taught by Blickenstaff in order provide a more secure access

control and accurately/ expeditiously retrieve requested file / s.

9. As Qgr inggggndgnt glaim 21, Blickgnstaff discloses a method

comprising:

(a) obtaining a list of names, one for each of a plurality of data

items, wherein, for each of the data items [Figure 8, ref. Num “801—

803” and column 13, lines 34-46,], ( “4. File management scheme,

including access methods. For example, DOS data files are named with a

1-8 byte name and a 0-3 byte extent, which are delimited by a ”. ”

(nnnnnnnn.xxx). The directory architecture is illustrated in FIG. 13 and

takes the form of a hierarchical tree of directory names. The root is

typically a volume, from which a number of directories branch. Each

directory includes other directories and/or data files. A ull data ile name

is represented by concatenating all the directory tree structure components

from the root to the particular data file, with components being delimited

by ” ”. An example of such a data file name using this convention is ”

vol\dir1\ dir3\ filename.ext”.) ,
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Application/Control Number: ll/980,687 Page 10

Art UI1i':: 2432

(b) receiving, from a requestor, an identifier for a requested

data item [Figure 8, ref. Num “801—803” and column 13, lines 34-46,],

Blickenstaff further discloses,

based on said name, determine the location of the file and

providing the requesting computer obtain the requested file from its

own storage device or from the different server, distinct from the

requesting computer. [See figure 8, and Column 5, lines 38-57]

Blickenstaff does not explicitly disclose the limitation recited as,

the corresponding name for that data item was determined as

a function of the contents of the data item; said identifier having

been determined based at least in part on the contents of the

requested data item; (c) determining, based at least in part on said

identifier for said requested data item, and using said list of names,

whether the requestor may access the requested data item; and (d)

based on said determining, if it is determined that requestor may

not access the requested data item, denying access to the requested

data item.

However, in the same field of endeavor Orita at least on its abstract

discloses the following which meets the above limitation.
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“When a specified file access is requested after the execution of the

user program, whether execution of the file access is permitted or

not is determined according to access protection information. The

access protection information is information having access types and Q

contents defined by the environment profile information.”

It would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art,

at the time the invention was made, to combine the feature such as the

name having been determined using at least a function of the data

comprising the data item, permitting or denying the content to be

provided to the requesting computer as per teachings of Orita into the

method of accessing of the file using the file name as taught by

Blickenstaff in order provide a more secure access control and

accurately/ expeditiously retrieve requested file / s.

10. As per independent claim 24, limitations recited in independent claim

24 is similar/ equivalent to that of the limitations recited in independent

claim 21, thus the claim is rejected for the same reasons/rationale as

that of independent claim 21.

11. As per dependent claim 2, the combination of Blickenstaff and Orita

discloses the method as applied to claims above. Furthermore Orita

discloses the method further comprising: (c) based at least in part

on said determining, denying access to the data item when it is

determined that access to the data item is not authorized. [See

abstract] (On abstract the following has been disclosed. “When a specified
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file access is requested after the execution of the user program, whether

execution of the file access is permitted or not is determined according to

access protection information. The access protection information is

information having access types and file contents defined by the

environment profile information.”

12. As per dependent claim 3, the combination of Blickenstaff and Orita

discloses the method as applied to claims above. Furthermore Orita

discloses the method wherein the request is received from a

particular requestor, and wherein said step (b) of determining

comprises: determining whether or not the particular requestor is

authorized. [See abstract] (On abstract the following has been disclosed.

“When a specified file access is requested after the execution of the user

program, whether execution of the file access is permitted or not is

determined according to access protection information. The access

protection information is information having access types and file contents

defined by the environment profile information.”

13. As per dependent claim 4, the combination of Blickenstaff and Orita

discloses the method as applied to claims above. Furthermore Orita

discloses the method further comprising: if it is determined that the

particular requestor is not authorized, denying the particular

requestor's request for the data item. [See abstract] (On abstract the

following has been disclosed. “When a specified file access is requested

after the execution of the user program, whether execution of the file

access is permitted or not is determined according to access protection
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information. The access protection information is information having access

types and file contents defined by the environment profile information.”

As per dependent claim 5, the combination of Blickenstaff and Orita

discloses the method as applied to claims above. Furthermore Orita

discloses the method wherein said step (b) of determining whether

or not the data item is authorized comprises determining whether

or not the name is contained in a database comprising a plurality of

identifiers. [See figure 1 and abstract, See also Blickenstaff, figure 1]

As per dependent claim 6, the combination of Blickenstaff and Orita

discloses the method as applied to claims above. Furthermore Orita

discloses the method wherein the name for the data item is based

on a function of the data which comprise the contents of the data

file, and wherein the plurality of identifiers in the database are

identifiers of licensed content items, and wherein the identifier of

each licensed content item is based at least in part on the function

of the data comprising the licensed content item. [See figure 1 and

abstract, See also Blickenstaff, figure 1]

As per dependent claim 7, the combination of Blickenstaff and Orita

discloses the method as applied to claims above. Furthermore

Blickenstaff discloses the method further comprising: (d) collecting

information regarding the data item. [See figure 1 and figure 8]

As per dependent claim 8, the combination of Blickenstaff and Orita

discloses the method as applied to claims above. Furthermore
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Blickenstaff discloses the method, wherein the information

collected includes at least one of: (a) information about which data

items have been stored on a computer; (b) information about the

content of the data item, (c) information about the owner of the

data item, (d) information about the type of data item, (e)

information about the contextual name of the data item, (f)

information about whether the data item was copied; (g) the name of

the data item; (h) information about an identity of the requestor; (i)

a timestamp; (j) information about whether the data item was

created; and (k) information about whether the data item was read.

[See figure 1 and figure 8]

18. As per dependent claim 9, the combination of Blickenstaff and Orita

discloses the method as applied to claims above. Furthermore

Blickenstaff discloses the method, wherein at least some of the

information collected is maintained for accounting or billing

purposes. (It is implicit that such secondary storage system provided, as

shown on figure 1, ref. Num “51 ” and “52”, which maintains/stores a

collection offiles to the users as shown on figure 1, ref Num “21 ” and

“22”, could be used by the owner of the storage server/s shown on figure

1, in order to provide storage services for the users by charging them for

the provided storage services)

19. As per dependent claim 10, the combination of Blickenstaff and

Orita discloses the method as applied to claims above. Furthermore

Blickenstaff discloses the method, further comprising: (d) tracking
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identities of data items requested. [See at leastfigure 8, ref. Num “801—

8037

As per dependent claims 13 and 22, the combination of Blickenstaff

and Orita discloses the method as applied to claims above.

Furthermore Blickenstaff discloses the method, wherein the name is

a True Name. [Figure 8, ref. Num “801—803” and column 13, lines 34-46,]

As per dependent claim 14, the combination of Blickenstaff and

Orita discloses the method as applied to claims above. Furthermore

Blickenstaff discloses the method, wherein a data item may

comprise a file, a portion of a file, a page in memory, a digital

message, a digital image, a video signal or an audio signal. [Figure 1,

ref. Num “801—803”]

As per dependent claims 15 and 23, the combination of Blickenstaff

and Orita discloses the method as applied to claims above.

Furthermore Blickenstaff discloses the method, wherein at least

some computers make up part of a peer-to-peer network of

computers. (See at least column 4, lines 23-28 and figure “1/ local area

networ ”, ref Num “ 21, 22 and 42” and column 1, lines 6-8, “this

invention relates to data communication networks, such as local area

networks, that function to interconnect a plurality of data processors”]

(Note: as it is disclosed on column 4, lines 26-28, “processors, shown on

figure 1, are eitherpersonal computers, work stations or mini—computers”)
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23. As per dependent claim 16, the combination of Blickenstaff and

Orita discloses the method as applied to claims above. Furthermore

Orita discloses the method, further comprising: (c) authorizing

access to the data item when it is determined that the data item is

authorized. [See abstract] (On abstract the following has been disclosed.

“When a specified file access is requested after the execution of the user

program, whether execution of the file access is permitted or not is

determined according to access protection information. The access

protection information is information having access types and file contents

defined by the environment profile information.”

24. As per dependent claim 17, the combination of Blickenstaff and

Orita discloses the method as applied to claims above. Furthermore

Blickenstaff discloses the method, wherein the authorized access

permits copying of the data item from at least one of the plurality of

computers. [Figure 8, ref Num “809” and Column 5, lines 38-57]

25. As per dependent claim 18, limitations recited in dependent claim 18 is

similar/ equivalent to that of the limitations recited in independent claim

20, thus the claim is rejected for the same reasons/ rationale as that of

independent claim 20.

26. As per dependent claim 19, the combination of Blickenstaff and

Orita discloses the method as applied to claims above. Furthermore

Orita discloses the method, if it is determined that said data item is

authorized, access to the data item is authorized [See abstract] from
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more than one of the plurality of computers[See Blickenstaff, figure 1

and figure 8]

27. As per dependent claim 25, the combination of Blickenstaff and

Orita discloses the method as applied to claims above. Furthermore

Blickenstaff discloses the method, further comprising: in response

to said request: (iv) allowing the data file to be delivered to the

requesting computer if the data file is authorized. [See figure 8, and

Column 5, lines 38-57,see also Orita’s abstract how the authorization is

determined, such as based on the content of the file]

28. Dependent glaims 11-12 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

29..

unpatentable over Blickenstaff et a1 (hereinafter referred to as

Blickenstaft), U.S. Patent No. 5,537,585 (filed on Feb 25, 1994) in View

of Yukio Orita (hereinafter referred to as Orita) U.S. Patent No. 5,

163,147 (Date of Patent: Nov 10, 1992) further in View of Gramlich et a1

(hereinafter referred to as Gramlich), U.S. Patent No. 5,202,982 (date of

Patent: 04/ 13/ 1993) (submitted/cited/listed with/in IDS)

rd and nt;   Bli k nstaff discloses a method,

in a system which includes a network of computers [See at least

column 4, lines 23-28 and figure “1/ local area network”, ref. Num “ 21, 22

and 42” and column 1, lines 6-8, “this invention relates to data

communication networks, such as local area networks, thatfunction to

interconnect a plurality of data processors”] (Note: as it is disclosed on
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column 4, lines 26-28, “processors, shown on figure 1, are either personal

computers, work stations or mini—computers”) the method comprising:

0 (a) obtaining a name for a data item, the name being included

in a request for the data item [Figure 8, ref. Num “801—803” and column

13, lines 34-46,], ( “4. File management scheme, including access methods.

For example, DOS data files are named with a 1-8 byte name and a 0-3

byte extent, which are delimited by a ”. ” (nnnnnnnn.xxx). The directory

architecture is illustrated in FIG. 13 and takes the form of a hierarchical

tree of directory names. The root is typically a volume, from which a

number of directories branch. Each directory includes other directories

and/or data files. A [ull data [ile name is represented by concatenating all

the directory tree structure components from the root to the particular data

file, with components being delimited by ” ”. An example of such a data file

name using this convention is ” vol\dir1\ dir3\ filename.ext”.) and

Blickenstaff further discloses,

based on said name, determine the location of the file and

providing the requesting computer obtain the requested file from its

own storage device or from the different server, distinct from the

requesting computer. [See figure 8, and Column 5, lines 38-57]

Blickenstaff does not explicitly disclose

0 the name being based at least in part on the data which

comprise the contents of the data item; and (b) determining, based
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at least in part on said name, whether or not access to the data item

is authorized.

However, in the same field of endeavor Orita at least on its abstract

discloses the following which meets the above limitation.

“When a specified file access is requested after the execution of the

user program, whether execution of the file access is permitted or

not is determined according to access protection information. The

access protection information is information having access types and %

contents defined by the environment profile information.”

It would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art,

at the time the invention was made, to combine the feature such as the

name being based at least in part on the data which comprise the

contents of the data item; and determining, based at least in part on

said name, whether or not access to the data item is authorized as

per teachings of Orita into the method of accessing of the file using the

file name as taught by Blickenstaff in order provide a more secure

access control and accurately/ expeditiously retrieve requested file / s.

The combination of Blickenstaff and Orita does not explicitly

discloses the limitation recited as,

wherein the name is based, at least in part, on a function of the data

which comprise the contents of the data item, and wherein the function

is a message digest function or a hash function and wherein the function

is selected from the functions: MD4, MD5, and SHA.
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However, in the same field of endeavor Gramlich at least on

its abstract and column 2, lines 52-55, discloses the following

which meets the above limitation.

“In the method and apparatus of the present invention a

file to be added to the database is given a unique name that is

dependent upon the contents of the file such that, when the contents

of the source file changes, the name of the database component file to

be added to the database also changes. Conversely, if two files of the

same name have the same information contained therein, the same

file name will be generated and the duplication of information in the

database is prevented by providing a simple test that checks for the

existence of the name of the database file before the generation and

addition of the new file to the database. If the file name exists in the

database, information is already contained in the database and the

file is not generated and added to the database information.

Preferably the name of the file is generated by computing a hash

value from the contents of the file concatenating the hash value

to the name of the source file.”

It would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art,

at the time the invention was made, to add the feature such as the name

is based, at least in part, on a function of the data which comprise the

contents of the data item, and wherein the function is a message digest

function or a hash function as per teachings of Gramlich into the

method as taught by the combination of Blickenstaff and Orita, in

order to provide efficient system that saves resources by avoiding
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duplication of storage of files having the same content. [See

Gramlich column 2, lines 36-51]

Conclusion

30. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent

to applicants disclosure.

a. US Publication No. 2005/0010792 A1, to Carpentier et al

discloses Systems wherein representing a number of assets on an

originating computer begins with selecting the assets to be represented.

Cryptographic hash asset identifiers are generated; each of the asset

identifiers is computed using the contents of a particular asset. The asset

identifier is a content—based or content—addressable asset name for the

asset and is location independent. An asset list is generated that

includes the asset identifiers computed from the assets. A cryptographic

hash asset list identifier is generated that is computed from the asset

list. The asset list identifier is stored for later retrieval. The assets

selected are also stored for safekeeping either locally or on a computer

network. In the event of loss of the files from the originating computer,

the asset list identifier is retrieved. Using the asset list identifier, the

original asset list is found and retrieved from its safe location. The asset

identifiers from the retrieved asset list are used to find and retrieve the

individual assets from their backup locations. The assets are verified by

recomputing the cryptographic hash asset identifier for each asset

retrieved and comparing it to the asset identifier from the asset list. The

MD5 algorithm is used for the cryptographic hash function. Assets are
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retrieved using a multicast protocol. A series of importer programs

searches for assets to retrieve in progressively more remote locations.

Assets are retrieved Whole or in segments. [See at least the abstract]

THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. Applicant is reminded of the extension

of time policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire

THREE MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first

reply is filed Within TWO MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action

and the advisory action is not mailed until after the end of the THREE-

MONTH shortened statutory period, then the shortened statutory period

will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any extension

fee pursuant to 37 CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date

of the advisory action. In no event, however, will the statutory period for

reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of this final
action.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications
from the examiner should be directed to Samson B Lemma Whose

telephone number is 571-272-3806. The examiner can normally be

reached on Monday—Friday (8:00 am———4: 30 pm).

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the

examiner’s supervisor, BARRON JR GILBERTO can be reached on 571-

272-3799. The fax phone number for the organization Where this

application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from

the Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system.

/ Samson B Lemma/

Examiner, Art Unit 2432

/Jung Kim/

Primary Examiner, AU 2432
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re PATENT APPLICATION OF: Attorney Docket: 2618-0017

FARBER, David et al. Group Art Unit: 2432

Application Serial No.: 11/980,687 Examiner: LEMMA, S. B.

Application Filing Date: October 31, 2007 Confirmation No.: 6761

Title: CONTROLLING ACCESS TO DATA IN A
Date: December 11, 2009DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM

AMENDMENT / RESPONSE

via EFS- Web

Hon. Commissioner of Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

This Amendment is being filed in response to the non-final Office Action

mailed 06/15/2009. Please amend this application as follows:

Amendments to the claims begin on page 2 below.

Remarks begin on page 8 below.

An Information Disclosure Statement is being filed herewith, along with

the required fee.

A Petition for Extension of Time is being filed herewith, along with the

required fee.
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IN THE CLAIMS

Please amend the claims as follows. This listing of claims will replace all

prior Versions and listings of claims in the application.

1. (Original) A method, in a system which includes a network of

computers, the method comprising:

(a) obtaining a name for a data item, the name being included in a

request for the data item, and the name being based at least in part on the data

which comprise the contents of the data item; and

(b) determining, based at least in part on said name, whether or not

access to the data item is authorized.

2. (Original) A method as recited in claim 1 further comprising:

(c) based at least in part on said determining, denying access to the data

item when it is determined that access to the data item is not authorized.

3. (Original) A method as recited in claim 1 wherein the request is received

from a particular requestor, and wherein said step (b) of determining comprises:

determining whether or not the particular requestor is authorized.

4. (Original) A method as recited in claim 3 further comprising:

if it is determined that the particular requestor is not authorized, denying

the particular requestor’s request for the data item.
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5. (Original) A method as recited in claim 1 wherein said step (b) of

determining whether or not the data item is authorized comprises determining

whether or not the name is contained in a database comprising a plurality of

identifiers.

6. (Currently amended) A method as recited in claim Q [[19]] wherein the

name for the data item is based on a function of the data which comprise the

contents of the data file, and wherein the plurality of identifiers in the database are

identifiers of licensed content items, and wherein the identifier of each licensed

content item is based at least in part on the function of the data comprising the

licensed content item.

7. (Original) A method as recited in claim 1 further comprising:

(d) collecting information regarding the data item.

8. (Original) A method as recited in claim 7, wherein the information

collected includes at least one of: (a) information about which data items have

been stored on a computer; (b) information about the content of the data item, (c)

information about the owner of the data item, (d) information about the type of

data item, (e) information about the contextual name of the data item, (f)

information about whether the data item was copied; (g) the name of the data item;

(h) information about an identity of the requestor; (i) a timestamp; (j) information

about whether the data item was created; and (k) information about whether the

data item was read.
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9. (Original) A method as recited in claim 8 wherein at least some of the

information collected is maintained for accounting or billing purposes.

10. (Original) A method as recited in claim 1 further comprising:

(d) tracking identities of data items requested.

11. (Original) A method as recited in claim 1 wherein the name is based, at

least in part, on a function of the data which comprise the contents of the data

item, and wherein the function is a message digest function or a hash function.

12. (Original) A method as recited in claim 1 wherein the name is based, at

least in part, on a function of the data which comprise the contents of the data

item, and wherein the function is selected from the functions: MD4, MD5, and

SHA.

13. (Original) A method as recited in claim 1 wherein the name is a True

Name.

14. (Original) A method as recited in claim 1 wherein a data item may

comprise a file, a portion of a file, a page in memory, a digital message, a digital

image, a Video signal or an audio signal.
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15. (Original) A method as recited in claim 1 wherein at least some

computers make up part of a peer-to-peer network of computers.

16. (Original) A method as recited in claim 1 further comprising:

(c) authorizing access to the data item when it is determined that the

data item is authorized.

17. (Original) A method as recited in claim 16 wherein the

authorized access permits copying of the data item from at least one of the

plurality of computers.

18. (Original) A method as recited in claim 16 wherein the name is

received at a first computer and wherein, if it is determined that said data item is

authorized, access to the data item is authorized from at least one of said plurality

of computers distinct from the first computer.

19. (Original) A method as recited in claim 16 wherein, if it is

determined that said data item is authorized, access to the data item is authorized

from more than one of the plurality of computers.

20. (Currently amended) A method comprising:

controlling distribution of licensed content from a first computer to a

requesting computer, [[by]] in response to a request for the content from said

requesting computer, the request including at least a name of the data file, the

-5-
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name having been determined using at least a function of the data comprising the

data item, permi-ting permitting the content to be provided to the requesting

computer if the content is authorized or licensed.

21. (Original) A method comprising:

(a) obtaining a list of names, one for each of a plurality of data items,

wherein, for each of the data items, the corresponding name for that data item was

determined as a function of the contents of the data item;

(b) receiving, from a requestor, an identifier for a requested data item,

said identifier having been determined based at least in part on the contents of the

requested data item;

(c) determining, based at least in part on said identifier for said

requested data item, and using said list of names, whether the requestor may

access the requested data item; and

(d) based on said determining, if it is determined that requestor may not

access the requested data item, denying access to the requested data item.

22. (Original) A method as recited in claim 21 wherein the list of

names comprises a list of True Names of authorized data items and wherein the

identifier of the requested data item is a True Name of the requested data item.

23. (Original) A method as recited in claim 21 wherein at least some of

said computers make up part of a peer-to-peer network of computers.
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24. (Original) A method comprising:

(a) receiving at a first computer, from a requesting computer, a request

for a data file, said request including a name for the data file, the name having

been determined using at least a function of the data in the data file, wherein the

data used by the function to determine the name comprises the contents of the data

file; and

(b) in response to said request:

(i) causing the name of the data file to be compared to a

plurality of values;

(ii) determining if access to the data file is authorized or

unauthorized based on whether the name matches at least one of said

plurality of values, and

(iii) based on said determining in step (i), not allowing the data

file to be delivered to the requesting computer if it is determined that access

to the data file is not authorized.

25. (Original) A method as recited in claim 24 further comprising:

in response to said request:

(iv) allowing the data file to be delivered to the requesting computer

if the data file is authorized.
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REMARKS

Reconsideration and allowance of this application are respectfully

requested.

By this Amendment, claim 20 has been amended to correct an informality

noted by the Examiner and claim 6 has been amended to correct its dependency.

No new matter has been added by these amendments.

Claims 1-25 are pending in this application.

The Examiner objected to claim 20 for an informality. In View of the above

amendment to claim 20, withdrawal of this objection is respectfully requested.

THE INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT (IDS) OF 12/26/2007

On 12/26/2007 Applicant submitted an IDS which included 17 sheets of

listed references (form 1449). With the Office Action of June 15, 2009, the

Examiner only returned 16 sheets (pgs. 2-17), without the first page of the Form

1449. A copy of page 1 of the Form 1449 is submitted herewith.

It is respectfully requested that the information / reference listed on the

attached PTO-1449 be expressly considered during the prosecution of this

application, and that the reference(s) be made of record therein and appear among

the “References Cited” on any patent to issue therefrom.

The submission of any document herewith, which is not a statutory bar, is

not intended that any such document constitutes prior art against any of the claims

of the present application or is considered to be material to patentability as defined

in 37 C.F.R. § 1.56(b). Applicants do not waive any rights to take any action

which would be appropriate to antedate or otherwise remove as a competent

reference against the claims of the present application.
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THE §103 REJECTIONS

The Examiner rejected 1-10 and 13-25 under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as being

unpatentable over Blickenstaff et al, U.S. Patent No. 5,537,585 (hereinafter

Blickenstaff) in View of Orita, U.S. Patent No. 5, 163,147 (hereinafter Orita). The

grounds for this rejection are respectfully traversed.

As recited in independent claim 1, this invention is a method, operable in a

system which includes a network of computers. The method includes the step of:

“obtaining a name for a data item, the name being included in a request for the

data item, and the name being based at least in part on the data which comprise

the contents of the data item.” The method further includes the step of

“determining, based at least in part on said name, whether or not access to the

data item is authorized.”

The first (or “obtaining”) step has, inter alia, two requirements:

1. The “name” must be “included in a request for the data item,” and

2 Then same “name” must be “based at least in part on the data which

comprise the contents of the data item.”

Blickenstaff uses an ordinary user-provided file name (e.g., a DOS 1-8 byte

name with a 0-3 byte extension. Blickenstafi’, col. 13, lines 34 et seq.). To the

extent that Blickenstaff provides any example of a name for a data item, be uses a

name such as “vol\dir1\dir3\filename.ext” (as shown by the Examiner at pg. 4 of

the Office Action). But Blickenstaff has no notion of using a name derived from

or based in any way on the actual content of the data item, as required by claim 1

and its dependents.

And the Examiner acknowledges (at pgs. 4-5 of the Office Action) that

Blickenstaff does not disclose “the name being based at least in part on the data
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which comprise the contents of the data item; and (b) determining, based at least

in part on said name, whether or not access to the data item is authorized.”

However, the Examiner then asserts (Id. at 5) that: “Orita at least on its

abstract discloses the following which meets the above limitation.”

Applicant respectfully submits, however, that Orita does not teach or in any

way suggest using a name for a data item “based at least in part on the data which

comprise the contents of the data item.” All that Orita states (and only in the

Abstract), is:

When a specified file access is requested after the execution of

the user program, whether execution of the file access is

permitted or not is determined according to access protection

information. The access protection information is information

having access types and file contents defined by the

environment profile information.

To the extent that Orita uses the contents of any file to control access, it is

the contents of the so-called “EP Information” file, but not the contents of the file

that is to be accessed. Orita describes the so-called “EP Information” used to

control access. See, e. g., Orita Fig. 5 and col. 3, lines 56 et seq.:

As is shown in FIG. 5, the EP information 12d includes the

following items: an EP information file name; an EP password;

an EP authority level; an activable user program name; access

file names; and a file password. The EP information file name is
used as identification data when an EP information file stored in

the operator profile is accessed or when an EP information file

input by the operator is accessed. The EP password is entered

by the operator along with the name of an EP information file,

and is used for checking whether the access to the EP

information file is allowed or prohibited. The EP authority level

is a level determined for the EP information. The EP authority

level is compared with the authority level of the operator

profile, so as to determine whether the access to the EP

information file is allowed or prohibited. Even if an EP

information file name having a high authority level is

mistakenly recorded in the operator profile with respect to a

low-authority-level user, the EP authority level prevents access

to the EP information file of the high authority level. The

activable user file name indicates a user program which can be

activated. One user program is stored in one EP information

-10-
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file, and a user which is entitled to access the EP information

file can open the user program stored in the EP information file.

The access file names indicate user programs which can be

accessed from the activable user program. The maximal

number of access file names which can be designated by a user

is 600. The file password is required for accessing a file since

the file contains a password, along with the data indicating the

access type. Since, in the present invention, the file password

is recorded in the EP information file beforehand, a user need

not be informed of the file password, so that the security of the
file is ensured.

Thus, as shown in Orita’s Figure l (reproduced below), the file “EP

Information” 12d is used to control access by the user programs l2e to the user

files l2f. But there is nothing in Orita to suggest that the name of any of the files

is based in any way on the contents of any of the files.
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Orita states that the file contents of the access protection information is

defined by the environment profile information. But Orita does not state, as the
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Examiner would have it, that the a name of a data item is based in any way on the

contents of that data item, and that the name is used to determine, whether or not

access to the data item is authorized.

Accordingly, no proposed combination of Blickenstaff with Orita would

produce the invention, as claimed, in which a name for a data item, the name being

“based at least in part on the data which comprise the contents of the data item,” is

used to “determine[] ...whether or not access to the data item is authorized.”

For at least these reasons, claim 1 and its dependents are patentable over

Blickenstaff in View of Orita.

Similar arguments apply to claims 20, 21, and 24 and their dependents.

Claims 2-19 depend from claim 1 and are therefore patentable over

Blickenstaff in view of Orita for the reasons given above.

Further as to claim 5, the Examiner’s entire basis for rejection of this claim

consists of the statement “See figure 1 and abstract, See also Blickenstaff, figure

1”.

Claim 5 recites a method as recited in claim 1 “wherein said step (b) of

determining whether or not the data item is authorized comprises determining

whether or not the name is contained in a database comprising a plurality of

identifiers.” As noted above, neither Blickenstaff nor Orita has any disclosure of a

“name” as claimed, “the name being based at least in part on the data which

comprise the contents of the data item.” Furthermore, neither Blickenstaff nor

Orita teaches or in any way suggests a “database comprising a plurality of

identifiers”, or using such a database to determine whether or not the data item is

authorized.

For at least these additional reasons, claim 5 is further patentable over

Blickenstaff in view of Orita.

-12-
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Claim 6 depends from claim 5 and recites a method “wherein the name for

the data item is based on a function of the data which comprise the contents of the

data file, and wherein the plurality of identifiers in the database are identifiers of

licensed content items, and wherein the identifier of each licensed content item is

based at least in part on the function of the data comprising the licensed content

item.” The Examiner’s entire basis for rejection of claim 6 consists of the

statement “See figure l and abstract, See also Blickenstaff, figure 1”.

Since neither Blickenstaff nor Orita has any database of identifiers, they do

not and cannot teach or in any way suggest a method, as claimed, “wherein the

plurality of identifiers in the database are identifiers of licensed content items, and

wherein the identifier of each licensed content item is based at least in part on the

function of the data comprising the licensed content item.”

For at least these additional reasons, claim 6 is further patentable over

Blickenstaff in View of Orita.

Claim 7 recites a method as in claim 1 further comprising: collecting

information regarding the data item. And claim 8 recites a method as in claim 7

“wherein the information collected includes at least one of: (a) information about

which data items have been stored on a computer; (b) information about the

content of the data item, (c) information about the owner of the data item, (d)

information about the type of data item, (e) information about the contextual name

of the data item, (f) information about whether the data item was copied; (g) the

name of the data item; (h) information about an identity of the requestor; (i) a

timestamp; (j) information about whether the data item was created; and (k)

information about whether the data item was read.”

The Examiner’s entire basis for rejection of these claims consists of the

statement “See figure 1 and figure 8”.

-13-
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Applicant respectfully submits that neither Blickenstaff nor Orita teaches or

in any way suggests the claimed collection of information.

For at least these additional reasons, claims 7 and 8 are further patentable

over Blickenstaff in view of Orita.

Claim 9 recites a method as in claim 8 “ wherein at least some of the

information collected is maintained for accounting or billing purposes.” No such

feature is taught or suggested by Blickenstaff or Orita. The Examiner points to a

secondary storage system in Blickenstaff’ s figure 1 and states that such storage

“could be used by the owner of the storage server/ s shown on figure 1, in order to

provide storage services for the users by charging them for the provided storage

services.” Oflice Action, pg. 13. The Examiner has not, however, shown any

teaching or even suggestion that the structure could or would be so used. It is not

sufficient for the Examiner to simply point to a memory or storage device and

state that it could be used to perform the invention.

For at least these additional reasons, claim 9 is further patentable over

Blickenstaff in view of Orita.

Claim 10 recites a method as in claim 1 further comprising: “tracking

identities of data items requested.” No such feature is taught or suggested by

Blickenstaff or Orita. The Examiner’s sole basis for rejecting this claim is the

statement “See at least figure 8, ref Num "801 - 803"” (Applicant assumes that

this citation is to Blickenstaff.)

The cited portions of Blic1<enstaff’s Figure 8 (reproduced in part below)

neither teach nor in any way suggest “tracking identities of data items requested,”

as claimed.

-14-
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FIG. 8
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For at least these additional reasons, claim 10 is further patentable over

Blickenstaff in View of Orita.

Claims 13 and 22 use the inventors’ defined term “True Name”. E.g.,

claim 13 recites that “the name is a True Name,” and claim 22 recites that “the list

of names comprises a list of True Names of authorized data items.”

The inventors’ term “True Name” is defined in the application as filed, e. g.,

at 110053 (“the terms "True Name", ”data identity” and ”data identifier" refer to the

substantially unique data identifier for a particular data item.”; See also M0085 et

seq. describing the calculation of a True Name in a preferred embodiment).

Blickenstaff does not describe a True Name, as that term is defined by the

inventors. The naming scheme described by Blickenstaff is nothing more than the

-15-
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DOS naming scheme, and names in that scheme are not substantially unique

identifiers.

In View of the above, withdrawal of this rejection under §103 is respectfully

requested.

In his concluding remarks, the Examiner commented on US Patent No.

5,742,807 (hereinafter “the ‘807 patent”). Applicant notes that the ‘807 patent is

not prior art to the present application. The ‘807 patent was filed after the April

11, 1995 priority date of this application.

RELATED APPLICATIONS

The Examiner’s attention has previously been directed to co—pending U.S.

Patent Applications which are directed to related technical subject matter. The

attached Form PTO—1449 (modified) lists, inter alia, office actions issued in

applications 11/017,650 and 11/724,232. As these patent applications are stored

electronically at the PTO, no copies are being provided herewith. If the Examiner

requires copies of any of these applications or any additional information

regarding any of the documents cited herein, the Examiner is respectfully

requested to contact the undersigned at the number provided.

-16-
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In re Application of: FARBER, David et al.

Application S.N.: 11/980,687

Response to Non—Fina1 Office Action

CONCLUSION

Applicant respectfully submits that this application is in condition for

allowance, and an early action allowing the claims is earnestly solicited.

Should the Examiner believe that a telephone call will resolve any

outstanding issues in this case, he is invited to telephone the undersigned at the

number provided.

CHARGE STATEMENT: Deposit Account No. 501860, order no. 2618-0017.
The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any fee specifically authorized hereafter, or any missing
or insufficient fee(s) filed, or asserted to be filed, or which should have been filed herewith or concerning any
paper filed hereafter, and which may be required under Rules 16-18 (missing or insufficiencies only) now or
hereafter relative to this application and the resulting Official Document under Rule 20, or credit any
overpayment, to our Accounting/Order Nos. shown above, for which purpose a duplicate copy of this sheet
is attached

This CHARGE STATEMENT does not authorize charge of the issue fee
until/unless an issue fee transmittal sheet is filed.

 
CU S-I-O M E R N U M BE R Respectfully submitted,

/Brian Siritzky/Reg. No. 37,497

Davidson Berquist Jackson & Gowdey LLP By:

4300 Wilson.Bl.vd., 7th Floor, Brian Sjfitzky’ Ph_D_
A“mg‘°“ Vlrglma 23303 Registration No.: 37,497
Main: (703) 894-6400 o FAX: (703) 894-6430

-17-
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Application Number: 11980687

Filing Date: 31-Oct-2007

Title of Invention: Controlling access to data in a data processing system

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: David A. Farber

Attorney Docket Number: 2618-0017

Sub-Total in

Description Fee Code Quantity USD($)

Basic Filing:

Pages:

Claims:

Miscellaneous-Filing:

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference:

Post-AlIowance-and-Post-Issuance:

Extension-of-Time:

Extension - 3 months with $0 paid
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 S“:-S1-;(t$a)| in
Miscellaneous:

Total in USD ($) 1290
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

m

—

Title of Invention: Controlling access to data in a data processing system

I
—

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment yes—

—Auth°“zedUser  
The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpayment as follows:

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.16 (National application filing, search, and examination fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.17 (Patent application and I processing fees)
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Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges)

File Listing:

Document . . File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages

Number Document Descrlptlon  Message Digest Part /.zip (if appl.)
177823

Extension of Time PA_EOT_3_months_12_09.pdf 4e3e4eb2fe50a04b860fa43a5d3da5e64f17
5faf

Information:

_ _ 190576
Information Disclosure Statement (IDS)

Filed (SB/08) 20091207140754544.pdf e1 d5d71 8cb3c6a07a3967ee04d4757774a1
20186

Information:

This is not an USPTO supplied IDS fillable form

Information Disclosure Statement (IDS)

Filed (SB/08) PA_lDS_1449_12_O7_O9.pdf 2aee50e8e74ea69deff42b604e198f8ff0554
:8:

Information‘

This is not an USPTO supplied IDS fillable form

196485

Transmittal Letter PA_|DS_12_07_09.pdf b9bfa7aa97d8b64714615eb175b332e0df1
56:41

Information:

335021
2618_0017_PA_Response_12_

11.pdf 09c385735136d79a31d2681e9c74672d4ff
6e613

Multipart Description/PDF files in .zip description

Fee Worksheet (PTO-875) fee-info.pdf c5d84d4fac71c3d307bf6c6f45e0fe647bd4
1f3e

Warnings:
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This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR

1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.
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The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any fee specifically authorized hereafter, or any missing

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re PATENT APPLICATION OF: Attorney Docket: 2618-0017

FARBER, David et al. Group Art Unit: 2432

Application Serial No.: 11/980,687 Examiner: LEMMA, S. B.

Application Filing Date: October 31, 2007 Confirmation No.: 6761

Tltlei CONTROLLING ACCESS TO DATA IN A Date: December 8’ 2009
DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM

PETITION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME

via EFS- Web

Hon. Commissioner of Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

Petition is hereby made to extend the original due date to cover the date

this response/paper is filed for which the requisite fee is $ 1110.:

Please charge the present and any missing or inadequate fee for this petition

to our Deposit Account No.501860, Our Order No. 2618-0015.

CHARGE STATEMENT: Deposit Account No. 501860, order no. 2618-0017.

or insufficient fee(s) filed, or asserted to be filed, or which should have been filed herewith or concerning any
paper filed hereafter, and which may be required under Rules 16-18 (missing or insufficiencies only) now or
hereafter relative to this application and the resulting Official Document under Rule 20, or credit any
overpayment, to our Accounting/Order Nos. shown above, for which purpose a duplicate copy of this sheet
is attached

This CHARGE STATEMENT does not authorize charge of the issue fee until/unless
an issue fee transmittal sheet is filed.

Davidson Berquist Jackson & Gowdey

, LU’ , /Brian Siritzky/ Reg. No. 37,497
4300 Wilson BlVd., 7th Floor, Arlington,

Virginia 22203 By:
Main: (703) 894-6400 Atty: Brian Siritzky, Ph.D., Reg. No.: 37,497
FAX: (703) 894-6430
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_x ._x \ (D W C C) @ *1Application No.

Filing Date October 31, 2007

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named |n_\_/__entor David A. FARBER et al_.___
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT _

FORM PTO-1449 (modified) GFOUP Art Unlt __ 2155
Examiner Name Unassigned

Attorney Docket No. . 2618-0017

Sheet 1 of 17 Confirmation No. 6761 J

A .5. PATENT DOUMENTS

Examiner ' Publicationl Name of Patentee or
lnitials* . Issue Date Applicant ofCited Document

May 2005

U33553547 _EVa“9e,'L5_“_ei_a'%__..__.__

US—_{l21540_2__ _ Mitctlelet al. _ _

_us—429o1o5 Cichelli et al.
US-4376299 March 1983 Rivest

September 1983

March 1986

Fe_t_)_riiary 1987

us—4773o39

US-4_887235

us—49j§2_367

_US—50D7658
us—5o25421

*Examiner: Initial if reference was considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MP_EP_ 609. Draw a line through
citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include a copy of this form with next communication to applicant.
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Application No. 11/980,687

Filing Date October 31, 2007

'“F°R""AT'°“ D'S°'-OSURE First Named Inventor FARBER, David
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT ,

FORM PTO-1449 (modified) GFOUIO Art Umt 2432

LEMMA. SAMSON B-
Attorney Docket No. 2618-0017

Sheet 1 of 2 Confirmation No. 6761

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

Cite
No.

Name of Patentee or

Applicant of Cited Document

Publicationl
Issue Date

Examiner Document No.
|nitia|s*

A
I

1 US-5581615 A

1-2 US-5757913 A

US-5940504 A

12-1996

05-1998

08-1999

Stern, Jacques
Bellare et al.

Griswold, Gary N.

ééééééééé LL<'o<5o'~ic':>c'n4'>c'p
40

444444444 i'\)i'\-,LLLLLLL 4$(Q@\lO)CN-PCB
44444 i'\>i'\>i'\>i'\>i'\> CD01-'>CJOl\')

2‘ 
2‘ 
2‘ 
2‘ 
2‘ 
2‘ 
2‘ 
2‘ 
2‘ 
2‘ 
2‘ 
2 
2‘ 
2‘ 
2‘ 
2‘ 
2‘ 
2‘ 
2‘ 
2‘ 
2‘ 
2‘ 
2‘ 
2‘ 
2‘ 

2 — 

Examiner Date

Signature Considered

*Examiner: Initial if reference was considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw a line through citation if
not in conformance and not considered. Include a copy of this form with next communication to applicant.
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Application No. 11/980,687

Filing Date October 31, 2007

'“F°R""AT'°“ D'S°'-OSURE First Named Inventor FARBER, David
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT ,

FORM PTO-1449 (modified) GFOUIO Art Umt 2432

LEMMA. SAMSON B-
Attorney Docket No. 2618-0017

Sheet 2 of 2 Confirmation No. 6761

NON-PATENT REFERENCES

('\3lite Non-patent Reference bibliographic information, where available0

USPTO, Final Office Action mailed 08/18/2009 in U.S. Appln. No. 11/017,650.

E>_<aminer|nitia|s*

2-1

USPTO, Final Office Action mailed 09/30/2009 in U.S. Appln. No. 11/724,232.

USPTO, Non-Final Office action mailed 06/18/2009 in Reexam No. 90/010,260.

Examiner Date

Signature Considered

*Examiner: Initial if reference was considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw a line through citation if
not in conformance and not considered. Include a copy of this form with next communication to applicant. Notes: If identified, the
following is provided: EA = English Abtract, T = Translation, PF = Patent Family.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re PATENT APPLICATION OF: Attorney Docket: 2618-0017

FARBER, David et al. Group Art Unit: 2432

Application Serial No.: 11/980,687 Examiner: LEMMA, Samson B.

Application Filing Date: October 31, 2007 Confirmation No.: 6761

Title: CONTROLLING ACCESS TO DATA IN A
Date: December 7, 2009

DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Hon. Commissioner of Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sm Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.56, the attention of the Patent and Trademark
Office is hereby directed to the reference(s) listed on the attached PTO-1449. One

copy of each non-U.S. Patent reference is attached. It is respectfully requested

that the information be expressly considered during the prosecution of this

application, and that the reference(s) be made of record therein and appear among

the “References Cited” on any patent to issue therefrom.

The submission of any document herewith, which is not a statutory bar, is

not intended that any such document constitutes prior art against any of the claims

of the present application or is considered to be material to patentability as defined

in 37 C.F.R. § 1.56(b). Applicants do not waive any rights to take any action

which would be appropriate to antedate or otherwise remove as a competent

reference against the claims of the present application.

This Information Disclosure Statement is being filed within three (3)

months of the U.S. filing date OR before the mailing date of a first Office Action

on the merits. No certification or fee is required.

The Examiner’s attention is again directed to the following co-pending U.S.

Patent Applications which are directed to related technical subject matter. The

-1-
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In re Application of: FARBER, David et al.

Application S.N.: 11/980,687

Page 2 of 2

Examiner is respectfully requested to consider the cited application and the art

cited therein during examination.

This IDS cites office actions from related applications. As these patent

applications are stored electronically at the PTO, no copies are being provided

herewith. If the Examiner requires copies of any of these applications or any

additional information regarding any of the documents cited herein, the Examiner

is respectfully requested to contact the undersigned at the number provided.

This IDS is intended to be in full compliance with the rules, but should the

Examiner find any part of its requirement content to have been omitted, prompt

notice to that effect is earnestly solicited, along with additional time under Rule

97(f), to enable Applicant to comply fully.

CHARGE STATEMENT: Deposit Account No. 501860, order no. 2618-0017.
The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any fee specifically authorized hereafter, or any missing
or insufficient fee(s) filed, or asserted to be filed, or which should have been filed herewith or concerning any
paper filed hereafter, and which may be required under Rules 16-18 (missing or insufficiencies only) now or
hereafter relative to this application and the resulting Official Document under Rule 20, or credit any
overpayment, to our Accounting/Order Nos. shown above, for which purpose a duplicate copy of this sheet
is attached

This CHARGE STATEMENT does not authorize charge of the issue fee until/unless
an issue fee transmittal sheet is filed.

 
CU 51-QM E R N U M BE R Respectfully submitted,

75948 /Brian Siritzky/Reg. No. 37,497 
Davidson Berquist Jackson & Gowdey LLP By:

4300 Wilson Blvd., 7th Floor, Brian Sjfitzky’ Ph_D_

Aiiiiigmii Viigiiiii 23303 Registration No.: 37,497
Main: (703) 894-6400 o FAX: (703) 894-6430
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PTO/SB/06 (O7-O6)
Approved for use through 1/31/2007. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paervvork Reduction Act of 1995, no ersons are reuired to resond to a collection of information unless it disla s a valid OMB control number.

PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD APP"°a“°“ °’ D°°"e‘ N“mbe’ F‘““9 Date
substitute for Form pTo-375 11/980,687 10/31/2007 D To be Mailed

APPLICATION AS FILED — PART I

(Column 1)

OTHER THAN

(Column 2) SMALL ENTITYSMALL ENTITY |:I OR

RATE ($) FEE ($)0 NUMBER FILED

I:I BASIC FEE N/A N/A N/A37CFR1.16a, b,or c

El SEARCH FEE
37 CFR 1.16 k , i,or m

|:| EXAMINATION FEE N/A N/A(37 CFR1.16( ), (p), or (q))

TOTAL CLAIMS , _ t
37 CFR 1.16i 25 ”"”“S 20‘ 5

INDEPENDENT CLAIMS 437 CFR 1.16 h

NUMBER EXTRA

minus 3 = * 1

If the specification and drawings exceed 100
sheets of paper, the application size fee due
is $250 ($125 for small entity) for each
additional 50 sheets or fraction thereof. See
35 U.S.C. 41 a 1 G and 37 CFR 1.16 s.

I:I MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT (37 CFR1.16(j))

DAPPLICATION SIZE FEE
(37 CFR1.16(s))

* If the difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter“0“ in column 2.

OTH ER THAN

(Column 1) SMALL ENTITY SMALL ENTITY
CLAIMS

APPLICATION AS AMENDED — PART II

REMAINING
AFTER12/11/2009
AMENDMENT

* 25
37 CFR 1.16 h

D Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))

(Column 2)
HIGHEST
NUMBER
PREVIOUSLY
PAID FOR

Minus ** 25

4

(Column 3)

PRESENT ADDITIONAL

FEE ($)

ADDITIONAL

RATE ($) EEE ($)
RATE ($)

X 35 = $52:

Minus X $ = $220:

I-
Z
UJ
E
D
Z
UJ
E
<

(Column 1)
CLAIMS

D FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR1.16(j))

REMAINING
AFTER-AMENDMENT

1.16 i

37 CFR 1.16 h

D Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))

HIGHEST
NUMBER

PREVIOUSLY
PAID FOR

PRESENT
EXTRA

ADDITIONAL

FEE ($)

ADDITIONAL

RATE ($) EEE ($)
RATE ($)

Minus X 99 X 99

Minus

D FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR1.16(j))

AMENDMENT X 99

OR

OR

X 99

TOTAL
ADD‘L
FEE

* If the entry in column 1 is less than the entry in column 2, write “0“ in column 3.
** If the “Highest Number Previously Paid For“ IN THIS SPACE is less than 20, enter “20“.

*** If the “Highest Number Previously Paid For“ IN THIS SPACE is less than 3, enter
The “Highest Number Previously Paid For“ (Total or Independent) is the highest number found in the appropriate box in column 1.

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.16. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to
process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering,
preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S.
Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.0. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.

Legal Instrument Examiner:
/GERALDI NE STAN LEY/
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES I)EPAR'I‘ME\I'I‘ OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address. COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS,. Box 1450

exandria,Vi.1gr.nia 22313-1450
 

WWVl.'.HSpt0 .goV
LII1’

APPLICATION NUMBER F ING OR 371 (C) DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NO./TITLE

11/980,687 10/31/2007 David A. Farber 2618-0017

CONFIRMATION NO. 6761

75948 POA ACCEPTANCE LETTER

DAVIDSON BERQUIST JACKSON & GOWDEY, LLP

ATTN: BRIAN smnzxv, mo. lllllllllllllllllIllllIlllflllllllIllllIlllllllllllllllllllflllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll0000000370 4 86
4300 WILSON BLVD., 7TH FLOOR

ARLINGTON, VA 22203

Date Mailed: 07/24/2009

NOTICE OF ACCEPTANCE OF POWER OF ATTORNEY

This is in response to the Power of Attorney filed 10/03/2008.

The Power of Attorney in this application is accepted. Correspondence in this application will be mailed to the

above address as provided by 37 CFR 1.33.

/s1eutchit/

Office of Data Management, Application Assistance Unit (571) 272-4000, or (571) 272-4200, or 1-888-786-0101

page 1 of 1
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

POWER OF ATTORNEY,

CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS

AND REVOCATION OF PRIOR POWERS

Hon. Commissioner of Patents

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

Revocation: I hereby revoke all previous powers of attorney given in the

application identified in the attached statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b).

Power of Attorney: I hereby appoint the practitioners associated with customer

number 75948, individually and collectively, as attorney(s) or agent(s) to represent the

undersigned before the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) in
connection with any and all patent applications assigned only to the undersigned

according to the USPTO assignment records or assignment documents attached to this
form in accordance with 37 CFR 3.73(b).

I authorize Davidson Berquist Jackson & Gowdey, LLP to delete names/numbers of

persons no longer with the Firm and to act and rely on instructions from and communicate
directly with the entity who first sent this case to them and by whom I hereby declare that I have
consented after full disclosure to be represented unless/until I instruct Davidson Berquist Jackson

& Gowdey, LLP in writing to the contrary.

Correspondence Address: Please recognize or change the correspondence

address for the application identified in the attached statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) to

the address associated with Customer Number 75948.

Assignee Name and Address:

Kinetech, Inc.

14011 Ventura Boulevard, Suite 501

Sherman Oaks, California 91423

A copy ofthis form, together with a statement under 37 CPR 3.73(b) (Form PTO/SBI96 or equivalent) is required to be filed in
each application in which this form is used. The statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) may be completed by one ofthe practitioners
appointed in this form ifthe appointed practitioner is authorized to act on behalf ofthe assignee, and must identify the application
in which this Power of Attorney is to be filed.

SIGNATURE of Assignee of Record
The individual ‘ hose si nature and title is su lied below is authorized to act on behalf of the assi nee

-

  Signature | Date 3 /I 5 j O .5}

Name Anthony Neumann (818) 386-2120
VP, Business Development
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STATEMENT UNDER 37 CFR 3.73(B)

App|icant/ Patent Owner: Kinetech, Inc. Docket No. 2618-0017

Application No. / Patent No. 11/980,687 Filed / Issued Date: October 31, 2007

Entitled: CONTROLLING ACCESS TO DATA IN A DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM

Assignee: Kinetech, Inc. A corporation

(Name of assignee) em()Type of Assignee: corporation, partnership, university, government agency,
States that it is:

1. I:I the assignee of the entire right, title, and interest; or

2. IXI an assignee of less than the entire right, title and interest.

(The extent (by percentage) of its ownership interest is 50%)

in the patent application / patent identified above by virtue of either:

A. I:I An assignment from the inventor(s) of the patent application / patent identified above. The assignment
was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at Reel , Frame , or for

which a copy thereof is attached.
OR

B. IXI A chain of title from the inventor(s), of the patent application / patent identified above, to the current
assignee shown below:

1- From: INVENTORS To: Kinetech Inc.

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at Reel 009873 Frame 0463.

 

2- From: Kinetech Inc. To: Di ital Island Inc. Assi nment of 50% ownershi interest
 

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at Reel 011217 Frame 0958.

 
3- From: Kinetech Inc. To: Digital Island, Inc.

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at Reel 013295 Frame 0327.

IX Additional documents in the chain of title are listed on a supplemental sheet.

I:I Copies of assignments or other documents in the chain of title are attached.

As required by 37 CFR 3.73(b)(1)(i), the documentary evidence of the chain of title from the original owner to the assignee
was, or concurrently is being, submitted for recordation pursuant to 37 CFR 3.11.

[Note: A separate copy (i.e., a true copy of the original assignment document(s)) must be submitted to

Assignment Division in accordance with 37 CFR Part 3, if the assignment is to be recorded in the records
of the USPTO. E MPEP 302.08]

The undersigned (whose title is supplied below) is authorized to act on behalf of the assignee.

/Brian Siritzky/Reg. No. 37,497 July 19, 2009

Signature Date

Brian Siritzky 703-894-6400

Printed or Typed Name Telephone Number

Attorney, Registration No. 37497
Title:
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4- From: Digital Island, Inc. To: Cable & Wireless Internet Services Inc.

5 From: Cable & Wireless Internet Services Inc. To: Savvis Asset Holdings, Inc.

6 From: Cable & Wireless Internet Services Inc. To: Savvis Asset Holdings, Inc.

7 From: Savvis Asset Holdings, Inc. To: Savvis, Inc.

8 From: Savvis Asset Holdings, Inc. To: Savvis, Inc.

9 From: Savvis, Inc. To: Savvis Communications Corgoration

Form 37 CFR 3.73(b) continuation sheet for Appln. No. 11/980,687

 

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at Reel 013296 Frame 0239.

 

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at Reel 015766 Frame 0429.

 

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at Reel 015991 Frame 869.

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at Reel 015766 Frame 0651.

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at Reel 016686 Frame 0882.

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at Reel 016004 Frame 0209.

10 From: Savvis Communications Corgoration To: Mount Shasta Acguisition LLC

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at Reel 018847 Frame 0065.

11 From: Mount Shasta Acguisition LLC To: Level 3 Communications LLC

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at Reel 018847 Frame 0077.
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

Title of Invention: Controlling access to data in a data processing system

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: David A. Farber

Customer Number: 42624
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